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Technology Gap Analysis for The Bangabhumi Cluster of Refractories 
Association, West Bengal 

Introduction:  
Refractory manufacturing industries are historically prevalent in Asansol, Kulti-Salanpur area in the state of West Bengal. Since long time these industries in the form of micro, small and medium have been manufacturing the traditional fireclay based refractories mostly using the locally available row materials and coal of Raniganj coal field to cater to the need of nearby steel plants, foundries, and other different metallurgical process industries. These refractory manufacturing units are mostly employing age old traditional Coal fired Down Draft Kiln for manufacturing their product without much concern about energy efficiency and environmental problems.  But of the late, as a result of stiff escalation in price of coal and stringent govt. regulation, these industries are facing problem regarding cost economy and environmental problems associate with their products. The technologies followed in making the refractory product have also become obsolete mostly. Moreover, except traditional product the industries are not in a position of manufacturing latest grade of refractories which are of high demand in the industries.  The refractory manufacturing unit formed a cluster called Bangabhumi Cluster of Refractories Association, West Bengal for the development of common facilities centres regarding the manufacturing of quality refractory products. Technology Information Forecasting&Assessment Council(TIFAC), Govt. of India, entrusted Govt. College of Engg. & Ceramic Technology, Govt. of West Bengal, Kolkata to make a survey for technology gap analysis for Bangabhumi Cluster of Refractory Association. The study has the objectives assessment of the status of technology of the cluster, identification of the existing gap in technology, identification of capacity building need and requirement of the cluster, suggestion of possible solutions and remedial measures for bridging the identifying the technological gap and to prepare an action plan for making further technical intervention in the cluster.  With this objective, the study has been conducted to identify the suitable technology for the manufacturing of refractory at the cluster by recommendation of appropriate designee modification of kilns and other machinery with preliminary feasibilities analysis towards improvement in the quality of the product and reduction of manufacturing cost of the product.  The study was also done to analyse environmental aspects of refractory manufacturing process of the cluster and recommendation of suitable pollution control device. Further the study identified the scope of diversification of the refractory manufacturing cluster introducing new value added products.   
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1. Preliminary Background Information of the Cluster 
Introduction: 

Bangabhumi Cluster of Refractories Associationis a Private incorporated on 12th 
September, 2012. It is classified as Guarantee and Association company and is registered at Registrar of Companies, Kolkata. Its authorized share capital is Rs. 5,000,000/- and its paid-up capital is Rs. 4,823,850/-. It is involved in other service related activities also.  

Bangabhumi Cluster of Refractories Association's Annual General Meeting 
(AGM) was last held on 30th September, 2015. 
Directors of Bangabhumi Refractory Cluster: 

1. Mr. Tushar Upadhaya 
2. Mr. Aloke Paul 
3. Mr. Ashok Chakraborty 
4. Mr. Bansi Bansal 
5. Mr. Beni Prasad Biyani 
6. Mr. Niraj Srivastava 
7. Mr. Ashoke Kumar Rakshit. 

Basic Information of Bangabhumi Refractory Cluster: 
 Corporate Identification Number(CIN): U93000WB2012NPL185788  
 Registration Number: 185788. 
 Company Category: Company limited by guarantee 
 Company Sub Category: Guarantee and association Company 
 Class of Company: Private Company 
 Date of Incorporation: September, 12, 2012 
 Whether listed or not: Unlisted 
 Date of Last AGM: September, 30, 2015 
 Date of Balance sheet: March, 31, 2015 
 Status of Bangabhumi Cluster of Refractories Association: Active. 
 Contact Details: Refractory Bhawan, B.D.O para;  

Post: kulti Burdwan;  
Pin: 713343; West Bengal; India. 
Email ID: caashok.asn@gmail.com 
Notice: The information provided at this report was collected from the official company 
registers and other public data sources. All the data are provided as a guideline and 
have been prepared for information purposes only.  
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1.1. Existing Technology 
Mainly Down Draft Kilns based Refractory technology exists in this cluster.The 

cluster units which manufacture high alumina refractory bricks etc. purchase calcined 
and processed clay. At present Asansol cluster, has concentrated on low cost 
refractories manufactured by traditional technologies with negligible quality control. 
There is hardly any attempt on energy conservation and pollution control in the 
manufacturing process.The process flow chart of the cluster for making refractories  is 
as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Testing Sorting Unloading 

Cooling Firing Loading to kiln Drying 

Pressing 

Hand 
Mould 

Mixing Grading (Sieve Analysis) Grinding 

Crushing Testing of raw materials 

Unloading at plant Transportation 

Testing Procurement of raw 
Materials 

 

Despatch 

 Process Flow Chart of the Cluster 
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1.1.1. Typical Manufacturing Process of The Cluster Units 
A. Some Raw Materials Used in Cluster: 

1. Lohardanga Calcined Bauxite:  
 Mainly used to fulfill the requirement of Al2O3.  Available in lump form.  
 It is brownish in colour.  
 Very hardin nature.  
 Not easily soluble in water. 
 It contains Fe2O3 and TiO2, which decrease it’s melting point.  2. High Alumina Castable Grog: 
 Also, used to fulfill the requirement of Al2O3.  Use of this grog is limited for the presence  of lime (CaO), although it is available  in very low of cost.  
 Black in colour.  
 Very hard and available in lump form.    3. Rampurhat Plastic Clay:  
 It is a type of plastic clay.  
 Blueish white in colour.  
 Mainly used to increase theplasticityof raw  materials mixture.  
 It gives a mechanical strength to develop a shaped figure before firing.  
 Available in powder and small lump form.  
 Approximate weight loss of this clay is  8%and shrinkage is 9% after firing.  4. Dhadu Plastic Clay:  
 Available in powder form.  
 Whitish grey in colour.  
 Cost is higher than other plastic clay.  
 Give plasticityto raw mixture.  5. Bankura Plastic Clay:  
 It is also a type of plastic clay.  
 Yellowish white in colour.  
 % of Fe2O3 is high rather than the other plastic clay.  
 It increases plasticity as well as the % of Al2O3.  

  Photo ofDhadu Plastic Clay 

 Photo ofLohardanga Calcined Bauxite 

Photo of High Alumina Castable Grog 
 

 Photo of Bankura Plastic Clay 
 

Photo ofRampurhat Plastic Clay 
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6. Absalpur Non-Plastic Clay:  
 It is a non-plastic clay. 
  It gives plasticity also, which is  very trace in amount.  
 It is whitish grey in colour.  
 Available in small size lump form.  
 Not very hard in nature.   

 
7. Salanpur Non-Plastic Clay:  
 Non-plastic clay with ≥60% SiO2.  
 It is mainly used to increase density of final product.  
 Available in large size lump form.  
 The colour is whitish grey.  
 It is not very hard in nature.  
 Very low cost material.   

 
8. Black Non-Plastic Clay:  
 Very hard in nature.  
 The colour is dark black.  
 Mainly used to decrease the  apparent porosity of the fired body.  
 Above a certain temperature, it gets sintered and  makes a bond with other materials. 

 
9. IS-6 Grog: 
 Available in very low cost.  
 It is already fired and used material  
 it can’t give any plasticity in raw mixture.  
 The colour is yellow.  
 Very hard in nature since it is already fired.   
10. Soda Feldspar:  
 Used only in Acid Proof Bricks. 
 Decreases the porosity of the bricks.  
 Available in powder form.  
 Generally, the colour is white.  
 To get a glassy phase in fired bricks it is used. 

 

 Photo ofAbsalpur Non-Plastic Clay 

Photo of Salanpur Non-Plastic 
Clay 

 
 Photo of Black Non-Plastic Clay 

 

Photo of Soda Feldspar 

Photo Of IS-6 Grog 
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11. Wash Clay:  
 It is a type of plastic clay and the Plasticity is high. 
 Percentage of SiO2is low, since it is already washed.  
 Percentage of Al2O3is higher than other plastic clay.  
 Generally, the colour is white. 
 Available in powder form.  

 
12. Insulator Grog: 
 Rejected insulator, a white ware product which protect 

electric current to passes through it.  
 Mainly used to develop mechanical  strength before firing.  
 It reduces porosity of the final product.  
 It shows brittleness property.   

 
Properties of Raw Materials Used for making Refractories  

 Raw Materials 
 

 
PCE (Orton) 

  Density/ B.D 
 

 % Of Al2O3 
 

 % Of SiO2 
 

 % Of Fe2O3 
 

 % Of TiO2 
 

 1.Lohardahaga Calcined Bauxite 
 

33 2.70 72 10-12 6.7 8-9 

 2.High Alumina Cartable Grog 
 

34 2.55 55 12 4.5 4.7 

 3.Rampurhat Plastic Clay 
 

31 2.00 32 64 2 1.98 
 4.Dhadu Plastic Clay 
 

31 2.10 33 63 1.5 2 

 Photo of Wash Clay 

 Photo of Insulator Grog 
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B. Crushing & Grinding: 

 
1. Disintegrator:  
 Disintegrator is the only crushing  

machine in these refractories. 
 Disintegrator can give 

different size fraction of raw materials. 
 Disintegrator is composed of two rotating discs, 

 a shaft, and a motor. 
 The rotating motor drives the shaft and the two  

disc plates attached to it also rotates. 
 Six throw angles are attached to the periphery  

of each plate, which disintegrate the material.  
  

 

Properties of Raw Materials Used for making Refractories  
 5.Bankura Plastic Clay 
 

29 2.05 29 63-34 2.5 2 

 6.Absalpur Non Plastic Clay 
 

27-28 1.99-2.00 28 65 2.50 1.95 

 7.Salanpur Non Plastic Clay 
 

31 2.00 30 65 1.50 1.53 

 8.Black Non Plastic Clay 
 

27 2.00 28 66 2.10 2.00 
 9.Is-6 Grog 
 

30 2.10 30 65 2.00 1.00 
 10.Soda Feldspar 
 

18 2.10 18 - 1.00 1.5 
 11.Wash Clay 
 

28 2.00 30 65 2.25 1.62 
 12.Insulator Grog 
 

18 2.20 18 - 1.00 - 

 Photo of Disintegrator 
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C. Screening andSieving:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
D. Mixing: 
1. U-Mixer:It’s a mixing machine which contains a central rod and twelve knives, attached to the rod. From silo the materials come to U-Mixer where besides mixing the particles are again cut into lesser size fractions. Here a small amount of water is added for proper mixing. Magnetic separator is used here for separation of iron particles. 

  Applicationof U-Mixer: It is widely preferred machine for mixing and blending of solid with solid powder or to blend a small quantity of liquid with huge quantity of solid powder. Most economical way of mixing the powder can be obtained with small amount of moister. A liquid spray system is attached at the top of the blender.   

Length 269.24cm 
Height 40.64cm 

Diameter 66.04cm 
Volume 450 liter 

Motor Capacity 20Hp (1475rpm) 
Electric Phase 3 
No. of Blender 2pcs (with 16 blade) 

Additional equipment Magnetic separator (8pcs magnet rods) 

After crushing the raw materials are sent to silos through 
bucket elevator. There is one screen of -2 mm size fraction 
in silo which separates the particles of coarser fraction and 
medium with fine fractions.  The coarser one (above 2 mm 
size) is again sent to disintegrator to crush into small size 
fractions. Now from silo the required size fraction is sent to 
mixer where magnetic separation is done. 

  
 Photo of Screening & Sieving 
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2. Muller Mixer: Muller mixer contains muller wheels. Muller wheels gives mulling effects (kneading & blending) in the mixer. This process produces enough pressure to move intermingle and push particles into place without crushing, grinding, or distorting the ingredients (by creating different velocity) charged into the mixer. Kneading is also done here. It is the process of mixing in which materials are composed and sheared repeatedly in between the Muller wheels and the pan. The clockwise rotation of the mixing pan and counter clockwise rotation of the motor ensures through mixing of the ingredients (By creating different velocity) charged into the mixture. 

Application of Muller-Mixer: It is widely preferred machine for mixing and it is used for blend a small quantity of liquid with huge quantity of powder.  Most economical way of mixing of the powder is with low moisture.  To get a homogeneous mixture it is used.    

Height 152.4 cm 
Diameter 60.96 cm 
Volume 1200 litre 

No. of wheel & knife Wheel no- 2 & Knife no- 2 
Motor capacity 20 HP (1475 rpm) 
Electric phase 3 
Process type Continuous  

Photo Of U-Mixer Photo of Muller Mixer 
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E. Pressing: 
1. Friction Screw Press:This machine has a capacity of 125T  i.e.it can generate a 

pressure equivalent to a mass of 125T. This machine also employs bi-axial 
pressing. There is a motor which rotates at a considerably high speed and drives 
a vertical wheel called press wheel. The function of press wheel is moving down 
a horizontal wheel which is called fly wheel. The fly wheel is attached to the 
plunger, the function of which is to press the mixture. Another two vertical 
wheels called edge wheels are placed at the side or edge of the fly wheel and 
they serve to move the fly wheel upward. So, the fly wheel moves up and down 
by the combined action of press wheel and edge wheel and the prepared 
mixture gets pressed. 

 
 
 

2. Hydraulic Press: it’s a press machine which works with the pressure of oil. Its 
follows the principle of hydraulic pressure i.e. P=F/A(F=Force, A=Area and P= 
Pressure). For a fixed force, due to area difference between oil reservoir and 
pressing mould, the machine works. 
 

 
Capacity 600 Kg/cm2 
Motor 20 H.P. 

Tank volume 400 litre 
oil Hydraulic oil 

Press 300 T 
 
 
 
 

Press 125 T 
Motor 15 H.P. 

Product efficiency 4-5 T per shift 
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3. Hand Moulding:  Critical shaped products are made by hand moulding here. Steel mould for 

critical shaped products is very costly. So, wooden mould is used which cannot 
withstand pressure of Friction Screw Press, Hydraulic Press. So, these critical 
shape bricks are prepared by hand- moulding. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo of Hand Mould Photo of Hand Moulded Brick 

  

 

Photo of Friction Screw Press 

 

Photo of Hydraulic Press 
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F. Drying:Drying is natural or atmospheric at ambient temperature.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
G. Firing:In this cluster firing is done mainly in Down Draft kiln. Tunnel kiln and 

Chamber Kiln also used for firing in a few plants.  
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Photo of Natural Drying 

Firing in a D.D Kiln 
F 

Firing in a D.D Kiln 
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1.1.2 Different Physical Testing Method of Refractories Existing in the Cluster 
There are few laboratories existing of the cluster with facilities for testing of refractories: 

1. Pyrometric Cone Equivalent(P.C.E.): By P.C.E, the temperature is measured at which a refractory will deform under its own weight. Refractoriness due to their chemical complexity melts progressively over a range of temperature. The equivalent standard cone which melts to the same extent, as the test cone, is known as the P.C.E. The standard cones are called Seeger Cone or Orton Cone. Here Orton Cone is used. The sample is ground & passed through a -60-mesh screen. Then binder alkali free dextrin is   added to it. After preparation of sample the test is carried out in a P.C.E. furnace.  
2. Refractoriness Under load (R.U.L.): The R.U.L gives an indication of the temperature at which the refractory bricks will collapse in service condition with similar load. The sample is cut into 50 mm diameter and 50 mm height. Then it is placed into R.U.L furnace (made by local suppliers). Petroleum coke is spread surrounding the chamber. Constant load is given with rising temperature. The expansion of the sample occurred first. Then contraction occurred and lastly the sample broke down.  
3. Measurement of Bulk density:  A useful property for refractories is bulk density, which defines the material present in a given volume. An increase in bulk density of a given refractory increase its volume stability, it’s heat capacity, as well as resistance to slag corrosion.  
 
 
We tested B.D. in the sample of the cluster for fireclay brick which was 2.05 gm/cc 
4. Measurement of Apparent Porosity: The apparent porosity is a measure of the volume of the open pores into which a liquid can penetrate, as a percentage of the total volume. This is an important property in cases where the refractory is in contact with molten charge & slag. A low apparent porosity is desirable since it would prevent easy penetration.  

 
 

We tested A.P. in the sample of the cluster for fireclay brick which was 23.6%. 
 

B.D.= {Dry Weight in air/ (Soaked weight- Suspended weight)} ×Density                                                                       
of liquid 

A.P. (%)= [(Soaked weight- Weight in air)/ (Soaked weight- Suspended 
weight)] ×100 
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5. Cold Crushing Strength: The cold crushing strength can be used as a useful indicator to the adequacy of firing and abrasion resistance in addition to other properties such as bulk density and apparent porosity.  
6. Spalling Resistance: Spalling is cracking, flaking, chipping, or otherwise losing   integrity. The resistance against all these (like thermal shock, erosion etc.) is called spalling resistance. The finished product was kept in a furnace above 800◦C for 20 minutes and then 

was placed in normal atmosphere for 15-20 minutes. Again, was placed in furnace. 
In this way, the process was carried out up to 4 cycles to check spalling resistance. 
 
  

 
Photo of R.U.L Testing 
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2. Different Chemical Testing Method of Refractories Existing in TheCluster 
Units 

The following analysis is carried out at the laboratories of the cluster for assessing of qualities of refractories:    
1. Free Silicon(Si) content. 
2. Free carbon(C) content. 
3. Aluminium Oxide(Al2O3) content. 
4. Free Silica(SiO2) content. 
5. Iron Oxide(Fe2O3) content 
 

 
 
 

  

  
Photo of P.C.E Testing Photo of C.C.S Testing 
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1.1.4. Details of Down Draft Kiln Used for Firing in The Cluster 
1. Shape and Dimension of Down Draft Kiln: 
A D.D Kiln can be divided into two major parts: 

i. Lower part which is Cylindrical. ii. Upper part which is Spherical Segment or Spherical Cap Part. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Height of Cylindrical Part(h) 10ft/3.0488m 
Height of Spherical Segment Part(h´) 4ft/1.22m 

Radius(r=a) 11 ft./3.354m 
Chord of Spherical Segment 
Part(2a) 22ft/6.707m 

 

Cylindrical Part 

Spherical part 
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2. Volume Calculation of a D.D Kiln: 
 Total inner volume of D.D. kiln  

=Volume of Cylindrical Part + Volume of Spherical Segment Part 
=πr2h + 1/6πh’ (3a2+h’2) 
=130.26 m3 

  

 

 

Cylindrical Part 

Spherical Part 

2a 

h=10ft 

h’=4ft 

2r=22ft Personal use only
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4. Refractory Lining Pattern of Kiln Wall: 
 Lower part of wall: 

a. Height:6 ft. 
b. Thickness: 5ft or 60 inches (IS-8 bricks10 inches; IS-6 bricks10 inches; Red 

brick-20 inches & rest is air gap) 
 Meddle part of wall: 

a. Height: 4ft. 
b. Thickness: 2.5ft or 30 inches 

 Upper part of wall:  
a. Height:4ft & it is spherical arc type or spherical cap type. 
b. Thickness: 1ft. 

 
5. Material Balance: According, to the loading pattern approximately 135 ton bricks (B. 

D=2) can be completely fired in a D.D Kiln. 
 

6. Calculation of Free Volume After Loading:   
           The Total Free Volume of D.D. Kiln in Load Condition 

= (Total Inner Volume of a D.D. Kiln in Unload Condition) 
          (Total Volume of The Bricks Which Are Loaded in The Kiln).   
=130.26-(130÷2) 
=65.26 
~50%        
So, in loading condition 50% is loaded with bricks & 50% is free for movement 
of burner flame & hot gas. 
To reduce the fuel consumption & firing time free volume is a very important   
parameter.      
 

7. No. of Burner/Fire Box: 
 6-8 number of fire boxes are present in a D.D Kiln. 
 Distance between two fire box (centre to centre): 5 ft.  
 Width of Fire Box from outside: 3 ft. 3 inches. 
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7. Information About Chimney: 
In case of DD Kiln and the flue gas is emitted through chimney. For a DD Kiln the 
chimney is generally of square size. It’s a hollow square.  

 Height of the Chimney is 19.812m (65 ft.)  
 Minimum Ratio of kiln height & Chimney height is 1:3 
 Inner length of the square is 2.42m. 
 Outer length of the square is 3.68m and 
 Distance between a D.D kiln & Chimney is 3.3m 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. Fuel Used in Down Draft Kiln: 

Solid fuel coal is mainly used as fuel but to get higher temperature (1350oC) somewhere Pet Coke also used. To rise temperature up to 800oC approximately 10kg/hour coal is used and above 800oC approximately15kg coal/40 min cycle is used. 
The temperature is increased from day 1 to day 6 gradually. Then the temperature is hold for 2 days, this is called soaking period. Then the temperature is decreased gradually and takes total 12 days to complete a firing cycle of D.D. kiln.       

NOTE: But there is enough opportunity for the modernization of down draft kilns to 
make it more energy efficient as well as capable of generating higher temperature 
suitable for the production of high value refractories in these kilns. Some of the high 
value refractory products can be manufactured further using the existing set upwith 
proper design modification of the down draft kiln system. Thus, a brief study on the 
evolution of Down Draft Kiln was undertaken.  

 Photo of Chimney Personal use only
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1.1.5. A Brief Discussion About Down Draft Kiln 
1. Historical Background: 

The Pottery and Ceramic Industry of the world started with several forms of 
Up-Drought kiln followed by Horizontal Drought Kiln and finally by Down Draught 
(or Down Draft kiln) kiln. The Up-Drought kiln of earliest times were of Pit type. Red 
clay made and Horizontal Drought kiln was Red Brick built Rectangular kilns for 
firing Clay Dolls, terracotta goods and low temperature fired pottery goods of 
various sizes, shapes and designs in Egypt, Mesopotamia, some of China, Japan, and 
England in 500-1700 AD and Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa around 5000-2000 BC. 

All these were substituted by Fire Brick built Up-Draught kiln which was also 
known as “Bottle Kiln” with one or more openings for input of Terracotta and 
Pottery goods with a number of Fire Boxes in the periphery. Up-Draught kiln or 
Bottle kiln, though with facilities of combustion, had the greatest disadvantage of 
highest fuel consumption utilising from 1%-3%, but wasting 80%-97% of the fuel. 
The Fuels used in these kilns were dry leaves, shoots, roots, wood shavings, saw 
dust, rice husk, cut wood pieces, bamboos etc. along with Peat, different grades of 
good quality Coals and Coke, Bituminous and premium Coal of high calorific value. 

Very soon, around the end of 19th century, Japan developed Down Draught 
Kiln built with fire bricks of standard size 9”X4.5”X3” starting with 4ft, 6ft, 9ft, 12ft, 
16ft, 18ft, 24ft, and 32ft for firing  

a. Terracotta goods, 
b. Pottery goods of stoneware type and  
c. Fire bricks of low quality. 

When the whole world turned into Down Draft Kiln in Europe, Asia, Japan, Egypt, and Mesopotamia, they continued this fire brick built Down Draught Kiln, specially of 12ft diameter for white products and 24ft for firing of Fire Bricks and Refractories. Sometimes in early 20th century, around 1905, Mr. Satya Sundar deb, known as father of Indian Pottery Industry, visited Japan, and brought the outline of Down Draft Kiln for construction in the Pottery factory owned by maharaja of Cossimbazar, who sent Mr. Deb to Japan. This Kiln was built by one mason named Ali Bux, whose sons and grandsons build similar Kilns all over India numbering more than 20,000 between 1905-1950. Though various designs of kilns and Furnaces started growing by the middle of 20th century for various Glass & Ceramic Industries, Down Draft kiln continued to be use for nearly 100 years for the following advantages.       
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2. Advantages of Down Draft Kiln: 
i. The design of a Down Draft Kiln is very simply and does not require any elaborate or detailed drawing.  ii. A Down Draft Kiln can be built by unskilled or semi-skilled technicians or masons with or without drawings firing diameters from 9ft to 32 ft.  iii. Down Draft kiln can be used for both Terracotta as well as Pottery and Refractories. 

 iv. The major fuel used in Down Draft kiln being coal, these kilns have been used mainly coal of Bituminous/Anthracite type, breaking lumps into 2-6 inches in size. 
 v. Down draft Kiln, in those years, did not require any instrument for pressure and temperature measurement. Though, letter on, they started using, around 1930, Ceramic Cones, Buller’s Rings, and Holdcraft’s Bar, later substituted by Thermocouples. 
 vi. Firing of down Draft Kiln did not require much of skill for operation expect the experience of firing in the similar kilns elsewhere. 
 vii. As coal is abundantly available in Eastern India, in spite of heavy fuel losses, Down Draft Kiln continued to be used for more than 50 years (1900 to 1950) and partly continued for the second 50 years though the demand for better quality of kilns was acute at that time and Down Draft Kilns were replaced by Chamber Kilns, Shaft, Tunnel, Rotary, Shuttle, Tank and Roller Hearth Kilns. 
 viii. Down Draft Kilns were very cheap to constructs and as a result were very popular for making firebricks.   
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3. Basic Principle of Down Draft Kiln: 
Downdraft refers to the circulation of the air inside a kiln while it is firing. The air 

moves from a burner or firebox at the base of the kiln upward into the stack area, then 
swirls back downward to exhaust through a chimney opening at the base of the kiln. 
Kilns are designed to force the flame and heated air to circulate through the kiln.  
Flame is introduced at the bottom of the kiln and naturally flows upward. The 
construction forces the flame back downward, to exhaust at the bottom of the kiln. It 
consists of four main components: the firebox, the stack area, the damper, and the 
chimney. The addition of the chimney helps create draw, or air flow. 

 
 

Ostensibly, the downdraft kiln is indeed a simple affair. The space, either round 
or rectangular, is set with ware. Fires are ignited and stoked, surrounding the ware at 
grade. The products of combustion first pass up and over the ware, and are then drawn 
through the setting by the improbable, earthward draft—a heat flow engendered by 
the connection of the kiln’s firing chamber to a network of underground flues via 
perforations in the floor. These flues ultimately lead to a chimney stack, where the kiln’s 
waste heat is exhausted into the lower temperature, lower pressure outdoor air. 

 Since the basic principle of a downdraft kiln entails directing flame downward 
inside the kiln, and not upward, the firebox is usually a separate section, located apart 
from the pottery stack area. Whereas in some kiln designs the firebox is on one side of 
the kiln, in other designs it may be split up into two or more areas on opposite sides of 
the kiln. Sometimes it may be tangent to the kiln in the rear or on the side, but in some 

 

Plan view of downdraft, beehive kiln 
 

Movement of heat in D.D Kiln 
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cases, it is several feet away. The function of this stack is to create a draft for the flame 
in the firebox so that the flame is drawn through the ware in the stack area. This draft 
commences either under the kiln floor or on the same level as the floor. 
The downdraft kiln consists of three basic structural elements:  

a. The firebox, where fuel combustion takes place;  
b. The stack area, where pots are placed; and  
c. The kiln stack, which includes the flue damper system.  

The height of the stack or chimney, plus its diameter, must be directly related to the 
size of the kiln if the proper draft is to be created. For the purpose of reduction, fuel 
back pressure within the kiln is controlled with the damper, which is located at the 
bottom of the kiln stack. The damper is handled in much the same way as for updraft 
kilns, but it is important to understand other characteristics of a downdraft kiln in order 
to control reduction during the firing cycle. 
a. The Firebox: 

 A firebox is the permanent, arched opening in a kiln wall that houses the fuel 
and powers the firing process. Downdraft kilns usually sport ten to twelve fireboxes, 
whereas some updraft kilns accommodate as many as twenty. At the minimum, coal-
powered fireboxes contain a door for charging the fire, a grate for the ignited fuel, an 
ash pit for burnt debris, and some means for the air circulation required in combustion. 
From the firebox, heat and combustion gases enter the kiln via the bag wall. Since the 
firebox in a downdraft kiln is normally separate from the stack area, time should be 
allowed in the early portion of the firing cycle for the firebox area to be heated. This 
must be done before the ware area will reach any substantial temperature. The first 
indication of reduction is in the kiln atmosphere itself. If the kiln is observed, the inside 
is hazy or foggy, this means there is smoke inside the chamber and indicates reduction. 
It is difficult to observe obvious signs of reduction in a downdraft kiln, particularly in the 
early firing stages. In order to make these signs plainer, however, the damper control 
can be closed down, thus creating a little more back pressure than necessary. When it is 
done, a forceful carbonization will take place around the peephole, and if a peephole is 
opened(particularly a top peep), a forceful smoky flame will leap out. At this point, the 
back pressure should be let up a little by opening the damper slightly while you nature 
of the flame is observed from the peeps. The top peep should have a warm yellow-
orange flame about six inches long with a very slight smoky tip. The middle peep 
should be the same colour, but only about three inches long. The bottom peep will 
often be neutral - that is, there will neither be a draft (which can be checked by holding 
a lit match in front of the hole), nor a flame coming out of it to indicate any great back 
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pressure. These conditions should be maintained by making damper adjustments as 
the heat build-up increases within the kiln and the desired temperature is reached. If at 
any point during the firing cycle it is uncertain about how reduction conditions are 
progressing, the damper can be closed down a bit to overcompensate for reduction 
and then readjust by backing off the damper once again. 
b. The Bag Wall: 

Bag walls are constructed inside a kiln’s firing chamber to act as a barrier 
between each individual firebox and the setting of brick. In deflecting the products of 
combustion upward and along the curvature of the kiln roof, bag walls protect the ware 
from direct, potentially damaging exposure to heat. Bag walls may be square, 
rectangular, or even semi-circular in plan, and are sometimes substituted by a flash 
wall—one unbroken barrier extending along the entire circumference of the kiln. The 
throat is the opening at the top of the bag or flash wall through which heat and 
combustion gases travel on their path toward the top of the kiln. 
c. The Crown: 

The crown is the dome of a downdraft kiln. The contour of the crown allows 
space for combustion, while also funnelling heat toward the centre of the chamber, 
where it is drawn down through the brick setting to exhaust flues beyond. Good crowns 
are relatively shallow (e.g., a six foot rise over at least a thirty-foot span) and are built 
with key and wedge-shaped refractory brick. Crown brick are never laid in mortar, but 
are instead dipped in clay slurry and pounded with mallets into place. Peep holes exist 
in the crown both to ventilate the kiln during cooling and to enable workers to monitor 
the ware during firing. Most crowns are roughly nine inches thick (i.e., the length of a 
standard refractory brick wedge), although it is customary to insulate a crown with an 
additional, exterior layer of burnt ash and lagging—a single wythe of brick coated with 
lime-cement mortar. 
d. The Kiln Walls: 

A kiln’s walls constitute a highly complex system of independent, mobile 
assemblies: the interior wall or lining, the exterior wall, and iron banding. The lining is 
built with refractory brick dipped in clay slurry and laid typically to a thickness of one or 
two wythes (i.e., four and a half or nine inches, respectively). The exterior wall is usually 
composed of common brick laid to a thickness of twenty-seven inches or more. While 
the outer wythe of this wall is mortared with lime-cement, the remainder of the wall is 
laid up in clay to allow for thermal movement during firing. Because different localities 
in the kiln are exposed to varying levels of heat, the thermal expansion and contraction 
of the walls is differential. The interior lining, for example, expands more than the outer 
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wall to which it is sometimes not even tied. Damage and the risk of damage to kiln 
walls are compounded with age and use, as masonry voids left from prior firings 
become increasingly filled with hardened brick fragments, sand, and other debris. In the 
lack of diligent maintenance and oversight, these materials accumulate and exert, in 
turn, ever increasing amounts of force on the kiln walls during subsequent expansion. 
While nearly all downdraft kilns are braced with iron bands to help control expansion, 
some kilns are completely encased in iron. 
e. The Bottom: 

The term “bottom” encompasses both the kiln’s floor and its network of exhaust 
flues below grade. Kiln bottoms may be classified as solid or open. In solid-bottom 
kilns, there are no floor openings except for one or two perforations directly over the 
main flue of the kiln, often at the centre of the firing chamber. In open-bottom kilns, 
the floor is composed of evenly-spaced brick or ceramic tile, allowing the flow of heat 
across the entire surface area. Solid bottoms are also known as “dead” bottoms. Open 
bottoms appear in trade literature as “riddled” or “chequered bottoms,” as well. 
Beneath a kiln’s bottom, one will find a cross formed by perpendicular main and 
auxiliary flues, with secondary flues sloping down to join the two axes. The various flues 
are separated by thin partitions known as feather walls. In order to avoid amplified 
expansion stresses stemming from the undue accumulation of debris, the entire flue 
system must be periodically cleaned. Most flues are therefore high and wide enough to 
accommodate the unlucky workman (with wheelbarrow) assigned to the task. 
6. Present position of Down Draft Kiln: 

All the down Draft Kilns prevalent in East, South, North and West of India, about 805 Kilns have now been demolished by the owners of the Ceramic & Refractory Factories virtually on their own to a. Improve the products quality; 
b. Reduce the quantity of fuel; 
c. Prevent or reduce the smoke pollution. 

The Down Draft Kilns were gradually on their exit from the whole world including India.  
Under these circumstances, gradually Down Draft Kilns have been replaced by: 

 Chamber Kilns of round and rectangular type; 
 Shuttle Kilns of Mono or much Trolleys or car oriented; 
 Semi-Continuous and fully Continuous Tunnel Kilns for quality products; 
 Shuttle kilns for various Pottery products; 
 Shaft Kilns for various calcination of minerals; 
 Bogie Hearth and Top Hat Kilns for quality products; 
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 Roller Hearth kilns for quality, fuel saving and fast firing of various types Tiles & tableware’s; 
 Special Kilns for firing of special products like Carbon Rods, Bricks & Blocks as well as complex oxidation-reduction combined type of firing etc. 
Several hundreds of Down Draft Kilns are still in use in Asansol, Durgapur, and Dhanbad Refractories belt for either complete demolition or modification of designs for 
 Better quality products, mainly refractory; 
 Lowering of fuel consumption of per ton of materials; 
 Reduction or complete elimination of pollution by coal particles etc. 
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1.2. Number of Industry Involved and Type of Varity of Product Produced by 
the Cluster 

 
1.2.1. Number of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises of the Cluster:  

Unit/Industry Type Number ofSuch Units 

Micro Scale Units 24 Registered Units. 
116 Associated Units. 

Small Scale Units 7 Units. 
Medium Scale Units Nil. 

 
1.2.2. Major Products of The Cluster at Present: 

Different types of refractories are being produced by the different units of the 
cluster at present using their existing infrastructure. Only a few units of the cluster have 
the modern facility for making refractory, like Burnpur Ceramics, Sharda Refractories 
etc., They have tunnel kiln, heavy duty press (400 T) and other facilities. But most of the 
refractory units employ traditional age old coal based down draft kiln as firing system 
for making refractories. A list of the existing products manufactured by different units 
of the cluster is given below.  

1. IS: 6 Quality Fireclay Bricks. 
2. IS:6 Quality Bottom Pouring Refractories. 
3. IS:8 Quality Fireclay Bricks. 
4. IS:8 Quality Bottom Pouring Refractories. 
5. High Alumina Bricks and Shapes and Bottom Pouring Sets. 
6. Castables. 
7. Fireclay Mortar. 
8. Ramming Mass. 
9. Ladle Refractory Bricks. 
10. Hot Top. 
11. Tundish Board. 
12. Exo-thermic Sleeves. 
13. Magnesite Bricks. 
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14. Chrome – Mag Bricks. 
15. Acid Resistant Bricks. 
16. Insulation Bricks. 

Among these products, magnesite bricks, chrome magnesite bricks
bricks are made by only those units who have tunnel kiln based firing system and heavy 
duty press as these products require higher level of compaction and firing at relatively 
higher temperature (~ 1500˚C). Most of the other products like
insulation bricks etc. where firing temperature is relatively less (~1200
manufactured in the traditional down draft kiln systems. 
 

Some 
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Among these products, magnesite bricks, chrome magnesite bricks and high alumina 
bricks are made by only those units who have tunnel kiln based firing system and heavy 
duty press as these products require higher level of compaction and firing at relatively 

˚C). Most of the other products like, fireclay bricks, mortar, 
insulation bricks etc. where firing temperature is relatively less (~1200
manufactured in the traditional down draft kiln systems.  

  

 

 

Some Major Products of the cluster 

 

and high alumina 
bricks are made by only those units who have tunnel kiln based firing system and heavy 
duty press as these products require higher level of compaction and firing at relatively 

, fireclay bricks, mortar, 
insulation bricks etc. where firing temperature is relatively less (~1200-1300˚C) are 
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1.3. Educational Qualification and Employment Status of People 
Involved 

 
1.3.1. Educational Qualification of People Involved: 

 
Entrepreneurs Mostly Graduates and a few 

Undergraduates 
Workers Mostly Literate and a few Illiterate. 

 
 

1.3.2. Employment Status of People Involved in the Cluster: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Asansol refractory bricks cluster employees around 4600 people directly and provides an additional employment of 12200 in activities like clay excavation, inward transport, loading uploading etc. The cluster has engaged a substantial number of female workers in its different units, 
which is like the following: 
 

Sl. No Category Number Percentage 
1 Males 3220 70% 
2 Females 1380 30% 

Registered Associated Total 
Total Manpower: 550 

Nos. 
Total Manpower: 5880 

Nos. 
Total Manpower: 7430 

Nos. 
Technical, 

Administrative & 
marketing: 310 Nos. 
Skilled & Un-skilled: 

1240 Nos. 

Technical, 
Administrative & 

marketing: 1290 Nos. 
Skilled & Un-skilled: 

4590 Nos. 

Technical, 
Administrative & 

marketing: 1600 Nos. 
Skilled & Un-skilled: 

5830 Nos. 
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1.4. Turnover of The Cluster 
 

1.4.1. Turnover and Export from the Cluster: 
 

 
 

 
 
 

1.4.2. Turnover of the cluster / Value of output in the last 7 years: 
Year 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

Turnover 
in lakhs 12000  13500  14300 14800  

 
15500 
 

15700 15800 

Export: The cluster has not yet started any export activity. 
1.5. Progressive / Potential Entrepreneurs 

We have identified about a dozen of personnel from the cluster who could be potential entrepreneurs for new value added high demanding products. Among these, special mention can be made about all the directors of the cluster, namely, Mr. Tushar Upadhaya, Mr. Aloke Paul, Mr. Ashok Chakraborty, Mr. Bansi Bansal, Mr. Beni Prasad Biyani, Mr. Niraj Srivastava and Mr. Ashoke Kumar Rakshit.  They are specially interested for introducing new products like monolithic refractories, fly-ash based bricks and blocks and modernization of their existing production system for reducing the production cost and level of pollution associated with the production process as well as for the improvement in the quality of products. 

Year Turnover (In Rupees) 
2012-13 6925 Lakhs. 
2013-14 6850 Lakhs. 
2014-15 6740 Lakhs 
2015-16 6720 Lakhs 
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2.Technology Status 
 

2.1. Energy 
Solid fuel coal is mainly used as energy of Down Draft based refractory technology. To rise temperature up to 800oC approximately 10kg/hour coal is used and above 800oC approximately15kg/40 min time cycle coal is used.  

2.1.1. Type and Size of Coal: 
 According to size there are three types of coal (C & D Type seam coal) are used in these refractories, such as- Small, Medium & Large; 

Sample No. 
 

Small Size(mm) Medium Size(mm) Large Size(mm) 
 
 
1 

39.36 
 55.93  
 57.36  
 70.83 
 53.99 

110.45 
121.51 
138.91 
178.93 
110.45 

201.52 
243.20 
212.17 
227.33 
340.00 

Avg. of five 
possible sides 

55.494 137.450 244.812 
 
 
2 

64.47 
44.41 
67.25 
71.97 
57.30 

125.13 
111.10 
119.78 
162.75 
125.79 

271.00 
265.42 
218.16 
208.91 
237.96 

Avg. of five 
possible sides 

61.080 128.910 240.290 
 
 
3 

41.53 
52.49 
52.09 
50.05 
40.64 

72.90 
134.81 
111.63 
118.55 
123.57 

330.00 
350.00 
290.00 
330.25 
320.00 

Avg. of five 
possible sides 

47.360 112.292 324.00 
 
 

4 
38.24 
61.59 
45.46 
47.67 
45.96 

82.51 
125.55 
133.63 
131.8 

107.82 

242.81 
208.55 
251.55 
236.09 
233.20 

Avg. of five 
possible sides 

47.784 116.262 234.44 
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2.1.2. Density of Coal: 
Density of coal= (Mass of coal sample) / (Volume of coal sample) 
Now, mass of coal sample is very easy to find out. 
And volume of coal sample= (Dry weight-Suspended weight)/Density of liquid 

SAMPLE DRY 
WEIGHT(gm) 

SUSPENDED 
WEIGHT(gm) 

DENSITY(gm/cc) AVG. 
DENSITY(gm/cc) 

1 34.9 9 1.347 

1.36 
2 14.1 3.7 1.356 
3 17.7 4.7 1.360 
4 25.3 6.9 1.375 

Density of liquid i.e. density of water =1. 
 

 
  

Sample No. Small Size(mm) Medium Size(mm) Large Size(mm) 
 
 
5 

59.36 
39.89 
62.01 
57.48 
41.35 

111.71 
127.48 
157.81 
139.65 
135.98 

405.00 
285.00 
270.00 
265.00 
280.00 

Avg. of five 
possible sides 

52.018 134.526 301.00 
Avg. Avg. of small 

samples=52.742mm 
Avg. of medium 

samples=125.888mm 
Avg. of large 

sample=268.850mm 

 Photo of Density Measurement of Coal 
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2.1.3 Source of Coal:Raniganj and Dhanbad coal mine.   
2.1.4 Coal Consumption: Average 130-135 tons per ton of refractory firing. 
2.1.5 Cost of Coal:Rs. 8,500/T(approximately). 
2.1.6 Other Energy: For maintenance of various types of machineries mainly electrical      

energy is used. 
 
2.1.7. Temperature Profile & Firing Cycle of Coal used D.D Kiln: 

Temperature Profile of D.D. Kiln 
Days Average Temperature(OC) 

1 57 
2 154 
3 242 
4 476 
5 658 
6 950 
7 1250 
8 1250 
9 678 
10 412 
11 216 
12 51.2 
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So, the temperature is increased from day 1 to day 6 gradually. Then the temperature is hold for 2 days, this is called soaking period. Then the temperature is decreased gradually and takes total 12 days to complete a firing cycle of D.D. kiln.    
2.1.8. Heat Balance of the Moni

Dry flue gas heat loss
Sensible heat loss in unloaded 

bricks 
Moisture removal

Heat loss due to incomplete 
combustion

Other heat components
  

56.583 154.34

241.986

476.121

657.583

1 2 3 4

Tem
pet

ure
(O C)

Average Temperature Vs Day Curve
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So, the temperature is increased from day 1 to day 6 gradually. Then the temperature is hold for 2 days, this is called soaking period. Then the temperature is decreased gradually and takes total 12 days to complete a firing cycle of D.D. kiln.    
onitored Down Draught Kiln: 

Dry flue gas heat loss 14% 
Sensible heat loss in unloaded 

 
15% 

Moisture removal 8% 
Heat loss due to incomplete 

combustion 
3% 

Other heat components 60% 

657.583

950

1250 1250

678

412 216

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Average Temperature Vs Day Curve

Days

 

So, the temperature is increased from day 1 to day 6 gradually. Then the temperature is hold for 2 days, this is called soaking period. Then the temperature is decreased gradually and takes total 12 days to complete a firing cycle of D.D. kiln.     

 

216

51.2

12
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2.2. Environment 
 
2.2.1. Environmental Problems Associated with the Down Draft Kiln: 

As the kilns are using coal as fuel without proper grading of the coal. The kilns are very old and the combustion efficiency of the coal taking placed inside the kiln is very poor.Through the chimney flue gas of an emits withlots of unburnt carbon in the form of SPM, SOx(sulfer oxides)and NOx  (Nitrogen Oxides) are emitted, sometime in an alarming level. This creates serious environmental problems with the kilns, as the atmosphere of the surrounding areas gets contaminated with these polluting SMP’s and gases. As a result of this the entire area gets covered, particularly in winter season, virtually with a blanket of smog.   A proper design is required for improving this efficiency of combustion and for reducing the pollutants from the flue gas. Moreover, thermal losses of the kilns also can be controlled by effective design of these kilns for recovering the excess unutilized heat.   

 
Problems of pollution Associated with D.D Kiln 
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2.2.2. Typical Composition of Flue Gas from DD Kiln: 

 
SPM (mg/Nm3) 240 – 1088 

PM 2.5 (mg/Nm3) 227- 516 
 

SO2 (mg/Nm3) 0.0046 – 0.0049 
 

 
[References: Brick Kilns Performance Assessment, A Road map for cleaner Brick 
Production in India, April 2012] 

 
 
 
 

2.3. Productivity 
Productivity for making refractories using Down Draft Kilns is very poor, as the coal fired D.D Kilns are not energy efficient. On an average 35% of the product cost comes from the cost of the fuel used. 
Therefore, there exists significant scope for improving the productivity by proper up gradation of these kilns with the introduction of heat recovery system.  

 Average 0.3-0.5T coal is used for per ton of refractory firing. 
 For a typical refractory manufacturing unit under the cluster yearly production 

is near about 15,000 ton of all products. (Information taken from Royson  
Refractories  (P) Ltd., Asansol) 
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3. Projected Market for the Cluster 
3.1. Refractory and its General Market: A refractory is a material which retains its strength at high temperatures and pressure. These are basically non-metallic materials having chemical and physical properties suitable for applications as structures, or as components of systems exposable to environments above 500oC. These properties include resistance at high temperature to corrosive and erosive action of hot gases, liquids and solids in various kilns and furnaces. Refractory materials are used in linings for furnaces, kilns, incinerators and reactors. They are also used to make crucibles. Hereunder is given a list of some areas in metallurgical and non-metallurgical processes where refractories are used for critical applications: a. Blast Furnace; b. Coke Ovens; c. Basic Oxygen Furnace; d. Steel Ladles; e. EAF / CC Refractories; f. Reheating Furnaces; g. Induction Furnaces; h. Pouring / Purging Refractories; i. Slide Gate Refractories; j. Low Cement Castables; k. Heat Treatment Furnace; l. Cement Industry; m. Copper Industry; n. Aluminum Industry etc.                  

Source:www.rhi-ag.com/ 
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It has been predicted that the world refractory production will rise to 46 million tons by 2017, with a value of €29 billion. The reason for the enhancement of market for refractories can be related to different factors, like, i. Growing use of refractories in the production of metal and non-metallic mineral products, ii. Emerging markets of China, India, and Brazil and iii. Increased preference by refractory for lighter and stronger refractory materials.  
So, it can be expected that there will be significant jobs and career option in refractory in the coming days for right people. In this context, it may be mentioned that the largest and fastest growing refractory market exists in the Asia Pacific region. This region is dominated by two Asian giants, China, and India and these two countries together control more than70% share of global market with China having the larger share. China controls major share of global market for its unparalleled and phenomenal industrial growth. India in this context is not lagging behind. For steady growth of refractory consuming industries like, iron and steel industries, refractory industry in India has proliferated substantially. Mention of some historical aspects of Indian refractory industries will not be out of context here.   

 Source:www.rhi-ag.com/ 
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 The Indian refractory industry started its journey with first line of production in Kolkata in 1874. However, while the refractory industry in India took off in the late 19th century, the real growth came in the late 1950s when the public-sector steel plants were set up and Tata Steel embarked upon its expansion plans. Today, the industry comprises over 100 established units, with 11 large plants, 24 medium-scale units and the rest in the small-scale sector with a capital investment of Rs.800 crores. Refractory industry in India has an installed capacity of 1.7mMT/annum from 90 refractory units. The annual production from these units is 0.70 million tons with a capacity utilization of less than 50%. It is providing direct employment to more than 30000 people engaged in the manufacturing of various grades of refractories as per international standards and qualities. The trend of refractory production in India is almost comparable with the world trend of refractory production. In the entire world, total installed capacity of 2000 companies is 40 million tons and the production is 20 million tons (50% capacity utilization). About 75% of the manufactured refractories find application in the steel industry, 12 percent in the cement industry, 5-6 percent in non-ferrous industries, three percent in the glass industry and the balance in other industries which has been presented in the following diagram.   
 

 
       

 
Source:www.rhi-ag.com/ 
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  Traditionally, refractories are made of naturally-occurring minerals, such as bauxite, kyanite, magnesite, fireclay, chrome ore, etc. Lately, however, the industry has been using synthetic and expensive raw materials, such as brown-fused alumina, tabular alumina, fused magnesia, silicon carbide, magnesia alumina, etc. to make value added and high performance refractories.  Total world production of refractories was 41.5 million tonnes in 2012 with a value of €25 billion. China hold the largest share of 29.5 million tonnes valued at €14.3 billion. The European Union (EU) was the second largest refractory producing region with 4.1 million tonnes valued at €3.9 billion.The global refractories market is projected to be worth USD 33.7 Billion by 2020, registering a CAGR of 3.9% between 2015 and 2020.  
Over the years’ specific consumption of refractories/ tonne steel has reduced significantly.It has come down to ~7.8 kg/ tonne in Japan and ~10 kg/ tonne in Europe and North America. The consumption attained steady state and further decline in consumptions is likely to be slow. China has higher specific consumption ca., 23 kg/tonne. But Chinese industries are gradually adopting advanced steelmaking practices and the consumption of refractories is likely to decline significantly in the coming years. 
There is a considerable international trade in refractory raw materials and China is a major source for raw materials of refractory.Most notable of these materials are bauxite, magnesia, graphite, brown fused alumina and silicon carbide. In some cases, export restrictions in the country resulted in the development of non-Chinese supplies of some raw materials, (magnesia). Therefore, working with refractory raw materials (import, export, domestic trading) has also become a good career option.   
Among the refractories, clay refractories occupy the largest and fastest growing segment. The market is likely to grow at 6.6 per cent in the coming years.For their higher performance and flexibility than other forms, monolithics have high growth prospects.Significant growth potential exists for zircon/zirconia, silicon carbide, high alumina and other specialized refractory materials for their relatively stronger performance in specific applications. The market for non-clay refractories was 19.6 million metric tons in 2012. Bricks and shaped refractories represent the leading segment. Monolithics and other unshaped types have also significant market ($10.34 billion in 2012).Significant growth is expected in cost-effective refractory materials, like, silica, high alumina, ceramic fibres and insulating types for different traditional high temperature applications.  
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Steel consumption in India is expected to grow significantly in coming years as per capita finished steel consumption is far less than its regional counterparts. The growth in construction, infrastructure, automobile, and power sector will continue to create significant demand for steel sector, which in turn will create demand for refractories.   
  

 

 

Analysis of Indian Refractory Industry 

Indian Refractories Challenges Ahead 

Source:www.ashish-badyal.com/ 

Source: IRMA, various database 
& news article 
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The net sales turnover of Indian Refractory Industry, which was Rs. 4873.54 crores in 2010-11 rose to approximately Rs 5390.25 crores in 2011-12 which means approximately 10.56% growth in sales volume compared to last year’s 26.47% growth. It clearly shows that there is a slump in growth. The import of refractories which stood at Rs.1493 crores in 2010-11 increased to around Rs 2156 crores in 2011-12, which means an astounding increase of around 44%. The total export of refractories from India for the year was approximately Rs. 1062 crores, a moderate increase from Rs.932 crores in the previous year. There has been export of high alumina bricks and shapes, special products including Acid Resistance Refractories etc.  
 Crude steel production in India which was approximately 70.67 million tonnes in 2010-11 went up to 73.79 million tonnes in 2011-12 with a mere 4.42% increase. The growth rate for main producers has been -1.03%, while that of major and other producers have been 16.12% and 4.42% respectively. Market analysis forecast the Refractory Material market in India to grow at a CAGR of 9.85 percent over the period 2013-2018.With current thrust of budget on infrastructure development Cement and Infrastructure Industry will grow at a rapid pace.Massive expansions have been planned in the areas of iron and steel industry, sponge iron, aluminium, glass, foundry, and petrochemicals industries. Domestic companies started expanding their capacity to meet anticipated rise in future demand.Therefore, it is expected to provide employment for more people in near future. 
Indian refractory industry is required to upgrade their operations with global technologies which need huge investment.Refractory producers in India should provide ready, regular, speedy, and consistent supplies for their survival and growth. Indian refractory manufacturers should focus on steady supply of raw materials. But the major challenges in these directions are Economic volatility and risks, information and communications, climate change, domestic reforms, and low cost innovations etc.Imports of cheaper refractory from China are also putting a pressure on the industry's margins.Hiring and retaining skilled and talented manpower is a major challenge for the Indian refractory industry. 
The cheap imports from China are also posing a major threat for Indian refractory industry. Although, all materials available in Chinese markets are not cheap yet, Indian consumers prefer imported goods to the local refractory materials to reduce cost pressure on the finished products. The cheap production cost in china is one of the major challenges. China has access to cheap but quality raw materials required in manufacturing of refractories. Interestingly enough, several Chinese units that produce refractories are joint ventures between Chinese and European parties. It is understood that most of the plants get taxbenefits, as several of them are located in special economic zones. 
Some of the manufacturers are exporting as much as 60 percent of their entire production. At a national level, India currently exports around 10 percent of its entire 
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refractory production. Recycling and reuse of refractory is another area of utmost importance. 
In order to reduce the volume of waste refractories, it is necessary to cut down their consumption by prolonging life of furnace lining. In the field of refractory, major technological development in the world have taken place in the area of monolithic and carbon containing refractories. In the following diagram challenge, vis a vis opportunity of Indian refractory manufacturers has been presented. The global refractories market is projected to be worth USD 33.7 Billion by 2020, registering a CAGR of 3.9% between 2015 and 2020.  
Currently the share of monolithic in India is around 25 percent of total refractory consumption which is less than Japan where it is more than 50 percent. Economic volatility and risks, information and communications, climate change, domestic reforms, inclusiveness and low cost innovations are the key influencing factors for the strategic direction of the business standards. Refractory producers in India have to rise to the occasion by providing ready, regular, speedy, and consistent suppliers. It would also be important for Indian refractory manufacturers to focus on their raw materials security. Industry insiders do acknowledge that raw materials security is a concern especially with china imposing quantitative restrictions on export of raw materials and also jacking up prices over the last year or so. Cheaper refractory imports from China are also putting a pressure on the industry’s margins. Hiring and retaining skilled manpower for a longer period is a major challenge that the Indian refractory industry has to cope with.  

  

Indian Refractory Manufactures: Challenges Vs Opportunity 

Meet the Domestic Demand 

Price war the Chines Manufactures in which case 
they would bleed severely as margins are already 
thin. Solution is to make use of recycling the raw 

material. 

Become export oriented 
unit with higher end of the 

product Chain/superior 
quality refractory output 
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3.2. Monolithic Refractories and their Market: Monolithic refractories are referred to all the unshaped refractory products. Most of the monolithic designs consist of large refractory particulates (an aggregate), fine filler materials (which fill the inter particle voids), and a binder phase (that gels the particulates together in the green state). Monolithic refractories uphold a wide range of mineral compositions and vary greatly in their physical and chemical properties. The significant properties of these refractories, such as their respective chemical inertness, mechanical integrity, abrasion resistance, and thermal shock resistance at high temperatures allow them to have many applications in iron & steel, cement, glass, and non-ferrous metal industries.   Monolithic or unshaped refractories are replacing the conventional type of refractories at a much faster rate in many applications which require high temperature resistance. Contrary to conventional refractories, monolithic refractories are easy-to-install, avoid delays for the manufacture of special brick shapes and sometimes allow substantial repairs that can be made with a minimum loss of time. Moreover, monolithic refractories offer better volume stability, improved mechanical resistance to vibration and impact, excellent insulation, shrinkage, and matching expansion to the application, lower permeability, and improved resistance to the spalling effects of thermal shock. 
The monolithic can be divided in the following items namely castable. The unshaped refractories market size, in terms of volume, has grown considerably from 2013 to 2016, registering more than 30 % rise. The high demand in India can be attributed to the increasing demand of monolithic refractories by major end-use industries such as, iron & steel, aerospace, chemical, cement, non-ferrous metal, and others. The consumption of monolithic refractories in these industries is surging due to easy installation, low manufacturing cost, and higher refractoriness, better resistance to corrosion and chemicals, and low porosity. Furthermore, monolithic refractories are also available in varied composition in the form of castable, ramming mixes, mortar, and gunning mixes among others. The details of monolithic production are shown in the table 1.: 
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Table 1: Monolithic Production/ Consumption (estimated) 
Items 2016 (tons/year) 

in Lakhs 
2016 

Rs. in Crores 
Various Castable 6 2250 

High Alumina Cement 
(additional) 

1 500 

Other monolithic 1.8 540 
Dry Vibratory Ramming Mass 0.25 75 

BF Tap hole clay 0.5 200 
 9.55 lakh tons Rs. 3565 crores 

Classification of Monolithics Refractories 
It can broadly have classified in the following 
1. Castable 

1.1. Conventional castable 
1.2. Low /ultra-cement castable 
1.3. No cement castable 
1.4. Self-flow castable 
1.5. Insulating castable 

 
2. Ramming Mass 

2.1. Dry ramming Mass 
2.2. Wet ramming Mass       
2.3. Resin /Tar bonded anhydrous ramming Mass     

 
3. Plastic (Mouldable) Mass                                                                               

3.1. Cold Setting 
3.2. Hot setting    
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4. Gunning Mass 

4.1. Semi Dry gunning 
4.2. Wet gunning/Shortcreting 
Type Based on Binder System 
4.3. High cement 
4.4. Low cement 
4.5. Chemical bonded 
4.6. Exothermic gunning (ceramic welding)  

5. Mortar 
6. Patching Mass 
7. BF Mudgun Clay 
8. Tundish Covering Compound 
9. Ladle Covering Compound 
10. Injection Grouting Mass  
11. Spraying Mass 
12. Application Area 
13. Major Raw materials 
14. Equipment 

Detailed Classification and Characteristics of The Monolithic Products 
1.0 Castable 
1.1 Conventional castable: 

For high temperature application, high purity dense castable are suitable. In this castable, higher alumina (70 -73%)bearing cement is used. The impurity level in aggregate of the castable is also kept very low. Various grades are required to be made by varying the alumina content to meet the requirement of various operating conditions. These castable can be cast, moulded to any shapes. Same castables after little modification can also be used in gunning for lining of the furnaces. Castable in the brand name of Whyheat is popular in which Alumina varies between 50 to 90%. Typical grades are Whyheat C, K, A.  
For application in Fertiliser industry where operating temperature is about 1850 deg C, castable with 94-97% alumina and min impurity is suitable. These can work in Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen atmosphere.  
For moderate temperature application, medium purity dense castable under the brand name FIRECRETE is popularly used. It is made with varying alumina content like 50 – 65%. A moderate alumina (50%) containing cement is used in these castable as binder. Various grades like Firecrete -Normal, Special and Super are popular.  
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1.2 Low /ultra-cement castable 
1.2.1 Alumina castable: 

Special castable is required where refractory abuses due to abrasion as well as application temperature are very high. Reduction in the content of cement helps to increase the high temperature strength whereas introduction of micro silica and addition of reduced mixing water increases the abrasion resistance. It is made in various grades with alumina varying between 45 to 90%.  
1.2.2 Alumina – silicon carbide based castable: 

To obtain the properties like high abrasion resistance at elevated temperature, high thermal conductivity and non- adherence to alkali bearing materials, castable with 30 -80% SiC are required specially for cement rotary kiln and boilers. Further castable in Al2O3 – SiC (16-18%)-C is in use in BF trough to take care of thermal shock, slag/metal attack, wetting by slag and finally abrasion. 
1.2.3 Alumina – Chrome Castable: 

For very temp application and high abrasion,  alumina – chrome castable is used with better performance in boilers ( mainly combustion chamber)                                                                                                                                                       
1.2.4 Andalusite based castable: 

To obtain positive PLC at high temperature, good strength at all temperature level, high spalling resistance and high refractoriness, Andalusite castable are in use. But as the raw material is required to be imported, Mullite based castable are finding use.  
 
1.3 Cement free castable: 

Use of cement based castable is limited where use temperature is very high. Formation of anorthite/ghelenite during its use causes drop in meting point of castable. Hence to increase the refractoriness of the castable it is desired to take out the CaO part i.e. the cement. To incorporate the binding property in absence of cement, silica sol or hydratable alumina is commonly used. The limitation of less strength at 110 deg C is taken care by adding coagulant. It is made in various grades with alumina varying between 45 to 90%.  
1.4 Self flow Castable: 

For intricate shapes and casting in narrow gaps conventional and even low cement castable does not give proper compaction and hence demand for easy flowing or self-flowingcastable came in the market.  Castable with proper granulometry, with use of higher dosage of micro silica/micro fine reactive alumina, lesser dosage of cement and incorporation of proper dispersant show the required flowability. Alumina content varies between 45 to 90%.  
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This self-flowing property of a castable is indeed an installation advantage and many manufacturers are adopting their castable product line to be self-flowing. These self-flowing castables are now being used, often replacing brick, plastics, and conventional castables, in installations in ladles, aluminium furnaces in the upper sidewalls and roofs, ceramic kiln car decks and in the steel industry in ladle covers, tundish covers, tundish safety linings, and precast shapes. They are also used in rotary kilns as nose rings, lifters, firing hoods, coolers, preheater maintenance, and in incinerators in charging zones and burners. Other special mixes are used in the aluminium industry at or near metal contact in the lower sidewalls, hearths, ramps, and door skills/jambs. 
1.5 Insulating Castable: 

Insulating castables in the density range of 0.4 to 1.6 g/cc are required to conserve heat in furnaces. These are little bit light but adequately strong and have low thermal conductivity. They serve as hot face or back up insulating refractory lining. Insulating castable in the name of INSULYTE is quite popular in the market. Alumina content varies between 30- 45%.  
 
2.0 Ramming Mass                                                                                                         
2.1 Dry ramming mass: 

It is a granular ready to use mix and contains aggregate, sintering aid and binder/binders and applied by ramming with pneumatic rammers. It can be of 3 types i.e. dry, wet, and anhydrous (resin/tar bonded) 
Dry variety does not contain any liquid. It contains only chemical additive and sintering aid and dust suppressor. As it does not develop any plasticity it can be placed by ramming using burn out /removable shuttering. During its use, layer wise it gets sintered. Dry ramming mass is used in EAF/EOF and induction furnaces.                                                                                   

Induction furnace: 
It is used for melting mild steel, stainless steel, manganese steel and alloy steels.Refractory used in the furnace is basically mag-chrome, with  MgO% 70- 85 and, Cr2O3% 8-10with grading 0-5 mm. Sintering Temperature (ST) is>800oC,Application Temperature (AT) 1750oC,  

For melting cast iron, refractory used is silica with SiO2%= 97 (min), AT= 16500C, 
Grading= 0-6 mm 
For melting Cupro-Nickel alloys, refractory used is Spinel bonded MgO%= 70-72, 
Al2O3%= 15 (min), ST= 10000C, AT= 17500C, Grading= 0-5 mm 
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EAF/EOF bottom: 
Melting of Steel – magnetitic mass is used. 
Tundish: 

Basic Dry Vibratory Ramming mass based on magnesite and dunite/dolomite, resin, glass frit is used (hot tundish practice).  Curing is commonly done by hot air at 300oC. Dry Vibratable Tundish Monolithic Linings are an alternative to sprayed linings. Magnesite & magnesite-calcia based customized granular refractory mixes which when poured behind a mandrel, vibrated in place, and then cured by heating, produce a resin bonded, magnesite monolithic refractory. 
This monolithic refractory forms a disposable working lining with consistent volume dimensions for the tundish. Further heating during use converts these to a carbon bonded magnesite monolithic lining that has excellent wear and corrosion resistance in contact with steel and slags. The refractory composition is designed to provide extended casting times while still exhibiting excellent tundish skull dumping characteristics. Salient features of these include:   
 No water is added, which eliminates moisture as a source of Hydrogen 
  Low resin content in binder further reduces source of hydrogen pickup 
  Lower porosity provides less slag attack 
  Ease of application 
  Tundish lining equipment needs are minimized 
  Longer casting sequence lengths are attainable 
  Low inclusion pickup. 
  Minimal wastage. 
  Easy stripping of skull. 
  Good erosion resistance.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

MgO (%) 80 - 85 
BD(g/cc) at 1500C /24 hrs 2.3 – 2.4 

MOR(kg/cm2) at 15000C/3 hrs 25 - 30 
PLC(%) at 15000C/3hrs 0-1 
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2.2 Anhydrous Ramming Mass: 
Anhydrous alumina- silicon carbide- carbon ramming mass is made with use of liquid resin/ liquid tar in combination with powdered resin/pitch.  Commonly it is applied in the BF trough.  
Anhydrous Carbon ramming mass based on graphitic material, plasticizer and resins in combination is used in gap filling in hearth and also stave cooler of BF. 

2.3 Wet Ramming Masses: 
Wet ramming masses are the ready-mix of refractory materials which is tempered with water at site, that cannot be extruded but that has suitable properties to permit ramming into a place to form a monolithic structure.  It is comprised of magnesite, chemical, sintering aid and plasticiser. It is used in EAF bottom, its launder and also converter tap hole. In case of converter it is poured as slurry with additional water.  

3.0 Plastic Masses: 
Use of castable in some applications is limited as the total installation time is quite long. Further its spalling resistance is not that good where there is a fluctuation of temperature due to its high density. To take care of above, a mass has been developed with sufficient mould ability so that complicated area can be lined.  It is generally made with clay/chemical binder, aggregate and water. It is ready to use mass and can be applied by ramming and shuttering if required. Due to absence of cement it can be preheated very fast. 

3.1 Cold Setting Plastics: 
It made of clay and organic compound as binder. It sets when it comes in contact with air. It is primarily made in alumina (55-90%). Beside alumina it is also made in Silicon Carbide, Alumina – Chrome. 
Air set plastics give excellent service in monolithic linings for boiler settings and in most industrial furnaces, burner openings, door arches, piers, sprung and suspended arches. It is ideal for maintenance and repair work in high temperature zones. 

3.2 Heat Setting Plastics 
3.2.1 Alumina Based: 

It is chemically bonded plastics and is used where strength requirement is high. Strength development takes place only when heat is applied. As it does not set without heat, shuttering is required during its application.  
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An 85% alumina-class, phosphate-bonded, high-alumina plastic refractory exhibits high strength and density throughout the entire temperature range. It is used where excellent resistance to temperature, slagging, spalling, and abrasion is required in hearths of reheating furnaces, soaking pit lower sidewalls and bottoms, forge furnace hearths, non-ferrous furnaces, ladles, electric furnace, cupola spouts, and other high temperature applications. Phosphate bonded plastic in 60- 90% alumina range are widely used.  
3.2.2 Alumina – Chrome plastics: 

To provide resistance to high iron oxide slag and coal slag, Alumina- Chrome plastic (Cr2O3: 10 to 20%)has been brought in use. These plastics possess very high strength at high temperature. It is used in boilers in large scale. Even in Marine boilers it finds use. 
3.2.3 Silicon Carbide Based Plastics: 

Aluminium Plants requires a plastic with good thermal shock resistance, non-wetting to nonferrous metal and acid slag property. Further the thermal conductivity should also be high. To cater the above requirement Alumina – Silicon Carbide has been introduced in the market.                                                                                                                                    
4.0 Gunning Masses                                                                                              
4.1 Semi Dry Gunning: 

With increased demand in productivity, users demand use of aluminous repair masses to extend the furnace life without unnecessary shut-down. For the dry mix process, the amount of water added at the nozzle is adjusted as per requirement. The low cement grade gunning mass bears the feature of low cement castable i.e. low lime, higher density, lower porosity, and high strength at intermediate and higher temperature. Higher cement containing dense grades are used in abrasion and high corrosion conditions. In cold repair, it is generally recommended and it is called cold setting gunning masses. The alumina content varies between 45 to 94%. 
4.1.2 Basic Gunning Mass: 

Chemically bonded Basic gunning mass with MgO content between 90 – 98 % are used in EAF, EOF, Converter and ladles. These are made in magnesite to take care of the attack by highly oxidising slag. 90% MgO grade is more suitable in EAF and Ladles with operating temperature of 16000C. 95 grade is suitable in EOF which operates at 17000C. In converter as the temperature exceeds 17000C, 98% MgO grade is more preferred.  
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4.1.3 Silicon Carbide Based Gunning Mass: 
Alumina –Silicon carbide (16%) gunning mass is suitable for application in BF trough whereas with 30% silicon carbide, it is used in cement kiln preheater cyclone to reduce the alkali build-up (for avoiding jamming). 

4.2 Wet Gunning / Shortcreting: 
The procedure for the wet mix process is like the dry mix process except that the entire mix is premixed to give a workability judged to be appropriate for the work, before it is introduced into the chamber of the delivery equipment. Tests on more than one mix design are usually recommended where it is desired to include coarse aggregate in the mix. Normally 20 to 40 percent of coarse aggregate is first tried, with subsequent mixes adjusted to reflect the results of the first. 
In Shortcreting, the applied mass appears to be adequately compacted and it neither sags nor shows excessive rebound. This process is quite regularly used to build up safety lining. Its use is more common in alumina/alumino-silicate system                                                                                                                                                           

5.0 Mortar: 
Mortars consist of finely ground refractory materials which are then mixed with water to form a paste.They are used for laying and bonding shaped refractory products such as bricks. They are normally applied by trowelling.  
Mortar with 50, 70, 90% Al2O3 are commonly used. Of late to stop leakage of metal treatment/ holding furnace expansile mortar are more demanded for use. Further to introduce corrosion resistance green chrome – alumina based mortar is finding use in fixing porous plug in well block and also gap filling between plug and cassette. Commonly Mortar is prepared by mixing alumina aggregate in fine form, plastic clay, and dispersant, green chrome oxide optional. For introducing air setting property sodium silicate in powder form are often used.  

6.0 Patching Mass: 
This is powdered refractory material comprised of refractory aggregate, binder, plasticizer, and sintering additives. It is of 2 types, cold application, and hot application mass. 

Cold Patching: 
It is mixed with water before the use and commonly applied by trowel. Optionally support forma is used sometimes. Due to adequate plasticity, it adheres smoothly over the worn-out lining. Chemical binder alternatively hydraulic binders are used. 
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 Any refractory in shaped or unshaped form after certain use gets eroded. Hence to fill up the cavity formed there is a need to apply some refractory mass /patching mass. Patching mass is not like mortar which is normally powder. It contains different forms   grains of optimum size to avoid development of cracks etc.  
 After long use of castable lining it becomes necessary to repair the worn out castable lining. As the castable used in the lining is normally dense and pore size is quite small, sticking of the patching mass becomes difficult.  
To take care of this problem patching mass similar to castable but with the use of some plastic mass and little different granulometry are developed and is now being used.  86% Al2O3 bearing castable as patching mass is used in the repair of 70% low cement castable lining (safety lining)of Tundish 

Hot patching 
To take care of repair in hot condition of Mag- C lining of ladle/converter, hot patching mass made of magnesite, carbonaceous binder, chemical to enhance the spread ability are commonly used.  

7.0 Tap Hole Clay for BF                                                                                            
Anhydrous Tap Hole Clay Mass for Blast furnace: Blast furnace taphole mass is a prepared as ready to use refractory product. It is made of aggregates, bonds, additives, and plasticizers. It is used to close the tap hole of a blast furnace after tapping so that no material can leak out, and to keep it plugged until the tap hole is opened for next tapping.   It is applied to ensure periodical and stable tapping from the blast furnace and also to protect the inner surface of taphole bricks.   Its functions are (i) to enable smooth operation of the tap hole,  (ii) to maintain constant tap hole length,  (iii) to control the liquid flow out of the blast furnace, and  (iv) to ensure separation of hot metal and slag.   Blast furnace tap hole mass is normally developed and designed to suit the operating parameters of the blast furnace and to maintain stable tapping time and tap hole depth even under severe operational conditions with high productivity coefficients (ton/cu m/day) or high hot metal temperatures   Main components used are fused or sintered alumina, silicon carbide, silicon nitride, plastic clay, pitch powder, metallic Silicon, and liquid resin. 
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Tap Hole Mass Materials and Their Main Functions 
1 Fused alumina, calcined bauxite, chamotte, and fire clays Main aggregates, filling materials 
2 Clay minerals Plasticity, injection 
3 Pyrophyllite Plasticity, expansion 
4 Silica, fine sand Expansion 
5 Kyanite Expansion 
6 Fine calcined alumina / fume silica Sintering/mullite formation/expansion 
7 Zirconium/chromites Special additives / spalling / corrosion resistance 
8 Silicon carbide, carbon Corrosion resistance 
9 Silicon nitride Erosion resistance 
10 Metallic powders Erosion resistance/sintering 
11 Coke, ultra-fine carbon Drilling 
12 Tar/resin/special oils Binders  

  

 
Photo of Tap Hole Clay Mass 
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Typical Properties of Blast Furnace Taphole Mass: 
Apparent porosity (%)-    25 
Density (gm/cc)              2.32. 
Permanent linear shrinkage (%) 1(-) 0.8 at 900oC, (-) 0.1 at 1400oC 
Cold crushing strength (kg/sq. cm)   61.57                                                                                                
Typical Composition: 
 Refractory aggregates – 60 % to 85 %, 
 Graphite + silicon carbide – 5 to 30%   
Clay – 5 to 15%  
Organic fiber – 0.01 to 0.75 % 
Binder – 15 to 25%, and (over 100) 
8.0 Tundish Covering Compound: 

In the continuous casting of steel, a tundish is used as an intermediate vessel between a ladle and a mould to provide a reservoir of liquid metal, and to distribute the liquid steel to the mould. It has been recognized that flux compositions can be used to cover the liquid metal in the tundish during the casting operation in order to remove non-metallic inclusions such as silicates and aluminates from the liquid metal, to provide a barrier to re-oxidation and to provide thermal insulation. 
Most tundish flux compounds in use today are in the form of powder or larger grains and contain large quantities of silica and carbon. Commonly rice husk ash is used in which, silica content can range from 80%-90% with carbon contents generally in the range of 5%-20%. The presence of free carbon in these materials retards the melting and/or formation of the liquid flux and improves the flow and spreading capability of the material. These materials are insulating, but can lead to contamination of the steel with silicon and silicates, and carbon pickup by the liquid steel. Presence of large % of silica in rice husk ash also affects the performance of basic dry vibratory working lining or boards.  
To take care above problems, a tundish covering compound (TCC) has been developed for use in covering liquid metal. It includes a non-liquid composition that reacts at the temperature of the liquid metal to form a viscous liquid flux layer in contact with the liquid metal while maintaining a non-liquid layer above the liquid layer. 
The composition is made in 3 types namely acidic, neutral, and basic. Depending upon the user’s requirement and slag chemistry the type is selected. All these grades are made for inclusion removal beside providing heat retention property. 
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Chemical Analysis (Specification) of Various Grades of Tundish Covering Compounds: 

Types SiO2 CaO Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO LOI Others 
Acidic 70 - 75 7-10 2-4 2-3 1.5 – 3.0 7-9 1.5 – 3.0 

Neutral 35 - 45 35-50 5-11 1.5 – 5.0 3- 8 6-11 1-2 
Basic 30 - 35 10 - 12 3-5 2.5 – 4.0 38 - 42 5- 7 2-3 

 
9.0 Ladle Slag Covering Compound:  

In steel ladle, there is always a need to provide an expanding covering material that will substantially maintain the temperature of the metal for a desirable time. More importantly, the expanding ladle covering compound has to provide immediate absorption ability with respect to the non-metallic inclusions in the molten metal. Its controlled continuing expansion in addition to increasing its insulating factor has to retain its absorbing ability over a desired period of time. 
Use of aluminium flour helps to provide exothermic reaction and same helps to compensate the heat loss from the liquid metal. Some carbon with expanding property is required to be used to increase the cover thickness, to make it porous for better insulation and absorb inclusions.  
 To take care of above requirement a special covering compound has been developed. The details are mentioned below: 

 Chemical analysis (wt.%)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cao 60 min 
Al2O3 19 min 

Al 18 min 
SiO2 5 max 

C 4 max 
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 Physical Analysis: 
Grain (mm) 0-1 

Loose bulk density(g/mm) 0.85 min 
 
10.0 Injection Grouting Mass Used in Blast Furnace 
10.1 For Hearth Grouting: 

This is a specially formulated refractory compound containing various carbon bearing materials. This material comes in the liquid form. In this polymeric binder and special Organic solvent is used. It is applied in the blast furnace hearth shell for repairing the Hot spot. Hardening of the material occurs in presence of heat. Placing of this material requires pressure grouting (about 30 bar).  Chemical Properties (Wt. %): C+ SiC 40% min Carbonaceous binder 30% min Solvent 15% min Other filler 10% min  Physical Properties: Density 1.61 -1.64 g/cc Viscosity in B8 cup 120 -130 secs Setting Temperature 170- 200 deg C Delivery state Liquid  10.2 Stack Grouting:  It is commonly made with the use of high alumina aggregate, cement, and siliceous filler. The tentative analysis is as follows: 
%Al2O3 50 min 
%SiO2 15 max 
%CaO 2 max 
%TiO2 4 max 

%Fe2O3 2 max 
%Water 30 max 

Grain size 0 to 1mm 
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11.Spraying Masses  
Tundish: 

It is low-density, monolithic sprays that constitute the working lining in the tundish. These are spray able lining material combining magnesia of selected granulometry, specific bonding materials and fibrous constituents to form a mass with optimum rheological properties when mixed with the correct amount of water.  
On curing, the sprayed lining develops a chemical bond, which is supplemented by a ceramic bond in contact with liquid steel. 
The above powders are first mixed with a predetermined amount of water in a continuous ‘kneader’ mixer, and the slurry is sprayed onto the tundish permanent refractory lining using specifically designed spraying equipment with variable speed controllers enabling material delivery depending on the heat size. 
 After installation, heating it over a predetermined curing cycle cures the lining. The insulating properties ensure that a good temperature profile is maintained during casting, besides not impairing steel cleanliness. The products possess a weak parting plane between the skull and the permanent lining after the casting is over, to facilitate smooth deskilling.    
 

13. Monolithics and Application Area:        
CASTABLE 

Type Grade Application area 
Conventional 
castable 
 

Lower Al2O3(50-
60%  
Higher Al2O3 (70 
90%) 

Boilers safety ling, Reformers etc. 
 
Well block fixing, ladle patching, covers 
etc. 

Low cement Al2O3 50%  
Al2O3 60% 
Al2O3 -70% 
 

Coke over doors, B.F, Steel Ladle Safety 
Lining. 
Soaking pits, Sintering Plants, Coke ovens 
Ingot bottom stool inserts, Tundish back-
up lining, Direct Reduction rotary kiln, Hot 
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Al2O3 80% 
 
 
Al2O3 90% 
 
 
 

metal 
desulphurisation lances, Soaking pit walls, 
Blast furnace top cone, Dam & weirs for 
Tundish, Burner blocks for reheating 
furnaces, Blast Furnace Ladle back-up 
lining 
Reheating furnace-Skid insulation. Steel 
ladle back-up lining. 
Argon-rising lances, VOD-roof (outer 
portion), Electric Arc furnace launders, 
Ladle bottom 
 
 
Snorkels of RH degassers. Slide gate 
plates, VOD ladle-bottom. Well Blocks & 
Sleeves for Gas purging in ladles. 

 Al2O3- 75%, SiC – 
16% 

BF Rocking Runner, Metal runner and Main 
trough 

 Al2O3 – 10-20, 
SiC- 70-80 

Cement rotary Kiln preheater 

 SiC 50% Cooling boxes of BF stove coolers 
 Ultra-low cement 80 Rotary Kiln cooler impact area /coke 

calciner 
Self-Flow castable   BF blow pipe 
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GUNNING MASS 
Gunning Mass 
(high cement) 

Al2O3 – SiC or   
Al2O3 -90 

Torpedo 

 Al2O3- 60 Sponge iron kiln 
 Al2O3 -45 Coke oven doors 
Gunning Mass low 
cement  

Al2O3-SiC -C BF trough/ Riser Duct of Cement Rotary 
Kiln 

 Al2O3 -80 Sponge Iron Kiln 
 MgO  EAF, EOF, Converter 

PLASTIC MASS 
Type Grade Application Area 

Plastic (Phosphate 
bonded) 

80% Al2O3 RH furnace /side wall/Roof& burner blocks 
patching 
Soaking pit side wall 
Tundish /ladle cover for preheating 
CFBC boiler wall and Duct. Also for repair 
of castable lining. 
Rotary Kiln Patching (85% preferred) 

 80% Al2O3 for Al Aluminium holding furnace side walls, 
banks. Argon purging lid in Sniff furnace. 

 55% Al2O3 Incinerator 
 50% Al2O3 cold 

setting 
Cement kiln carbon overflow line 
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Plastic (Phosphate 
bonded) 

10-20%Cr2O3 Boiler combustion chamber 
Cu launders 

RAMMING MASS 
Resin/Tar bonded 
Ramming Mass 

Al2O3 – SiC- C BF trough 

Resin bonded 
Carbon Ramming 
Mass 

C BF Hearth and stave cooler 

Dry Ramming Mass SiO2 
MgO-Cr2O3 
MgO-Al2O3 

Induction furnace 

Dry Ramming Mass MgO-CaO-Fe2O3 EAF bottom 

Wet Ramming 
Mass 

MgO – 
Cr2O3(binder) 

EAF bottom. Converter tap hole 

GROUTING MASS 
Injection grouting 
mass 

C BF hearth 

Injection grouting 
mass 

Al2O3- SiO2 BF Stack/Bosh 

TUNDISH COVERING COMPOUND(TCC) 
TCC SiO2-CaO 

SiO2-CaO-MgO-
Al2O3 
MgO-SiO2-CaO 
 

Tundish 
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COATING / SPRAYING MASS 
Coating C-SiO2 Slag Pot 
 ZrO2- Na2O-SiO2 Preheater cyclone of Cement Kiln 
 MgO based  Spraying mass for Tundish 

MORTAR 
Mortar Al2O3(50%)-SiO2 

Al2O3(70%)-SiO2 

Laying of bricks 

 Al2O3(90-%) – 
Cr2O3 

Fixing of porous Plug etc. 

 
 
13. Major Raw Materials 
Aggregate: 
Calcined Pyrophyllite, Sintered Bauxite, dead burnt magnesite, Fused Magnesite, Mullite 
Sinter, Andalusite, Sillimanite, Raw Kyanite, Zircon, Zirconia, Dunite, Lime., Rice Husk 
Ash, Fly Ash, ball clay, china clay low iron fireclay etc. 
Binder: 
Cement, Silica Sol, Sodium Silicate, Resin, Tar, Chromic acid, Phosphoric acid, MAP 
Additives: 
Micro Silica, Reactive alumina, Calcined alumina 
Dispersant: 
STPP, SHMP, Acrylate, Carboxylic acid  
14.0 Equipment’s 
Lab facilities required: 

1. Weighing Machines (capacity 500 gm and 10 kg) 
2. Vibratory screening arrangement with set of screens  
3. Mould set (prism and cubes) 
4. Vibration Table 
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5. Hobert Mixer 5 kg and 10 kg capacity 
6. Drying Oven (size 1000x500x1500 mm) 
7. CCS machine 
8. Furnaces 14000C and 1700 deg C                                                                
9. HMOR Equipment 14000C 
10. Facilities for wet chemical analysis 

Manufacturing Facilities: 
1. Weighing Machine (for weighing 50 kg to 1000 kg) 
2. Ball Mill (200 kg for grinding and 1000 kg for fine generation) 
3. Jaw crusher (500 kg/hr) 
4. Vibratory screening arrangement with set of screens 
5. Pan Mixer with stirrer (1000 kg batch) 
6. Pan Mixer with rolls (1000 kg batch) 
7. Extruder (1000 kg/hr) 
8. Ribbon Mixer (1000 kg/hr) 
9. Floor type vibration table (to take 1000 kg weight at a time) 
10. Oven (to accommodate at least 20 tons at a time) 
11. Batch type furnace (12000C) to take firing of 10 tons at a time) 
12.  Others.  

v  
Torpedo Ladle Car Repairing by Gunning Mass 
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Source: www.hxsrefractory.wordpress.com/ 
 

Electric Arc Furnace Roof Repairing by Castables 

Tundish Repairing by Castables 
 

Tundish Repairing 
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Manufacturing Facilities 
Basis: 3000 tons/Month 

Equipment’s Kg Rs. 
Weighing Machine 150 kg 1 lakh 
Jaw crusher 5000 kg/hr 5 lakhs 
Ball Mill with grinding media for fine generation 5000 kg/hr (200 mesh) 20 lakhs 
Ball Mill for co-grinding 200 kg /hr 5 lakhs 
Vibratory screening arrangement with set of screens, Impact Mill, and Magnetic separator 1000 kg /hr 10 lakhs 

Pan Mixer with stirrer Inclined type of Hari Machine 

1000 kg/batch-  15 mts for LCC/10 mts for conventional /25 mts for 250 kg bond 40 lakhs 
Pan Mixer with rolls for Plastic Mass/ BF Taphole clay- heavy duty 1000 kg/hr 6 lakhs 
Extruder 1000 kg/hr 5 lakhs 
Ribbon Mixer (1000 kg/hr) for insulating material mixing 1000kg/ 10 mts 5 lakhs 
Needle Vibrators – 10 Nos 70/40 mm Dia needle 5 lakhs 

Oven for PCPF shapes 
to accommodate at least 10000 kg at a time /300oC 10 Lakhs 

Batch type furnace 
to take firing of 10000 kg at a time – 1200oC 10 Lakhs 

Automatic packing and stitching 1000 kg/hr 8 lakhs 

  
Total Rs.  130 lakhs 

 
Note:The estimate has been made for an entirely new plant with new machineries only. 
The machinery already available in the cluster can be used in this project thereby 
reducing the actual cost of the project significantly. 
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Photo of Jaw Crusher Photo of Oven for PCPF 

Photo Of Ball Mill Photo of Needle Vibrator 
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3.3. Market of the Cluster 
Majority of the cluster products are sold to steel industries, Glass, Non-ferrous metal, Petro-chemical and fertilizer industry. It is also sold to thermal power stations and incinerators. Local marketing in and around cluster and state are done by the cluster units whereas national marketing bulk procurement and exports is done through traders and agents. Direct sales of refractory is done only locally and in around cluster region. A major sale of refractory is done through traders and agents. Presently no unit is exporting its products from the cluster. Present turnover of the Cluster is on an average Rs.135 cores. 
After setting up Common Facility Centre and implementing the recommendation put forward by this study direct sale of refractory to the market by online marketing and advertisement can take place. A dedicated marketing centre can also be opened up as a part of the common facility centre. 

 
Photo of Ribbon Mixer 
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4. Technology Gap Analysis 
After through study of the design, construction and operation of the Down Draft kilns a following general disadvantages associated with the Down Draft Kilns have been identified:  i. Though easy to build, use and monitor Down Draft Kilns for producing 
Pottery and Refractory, the quality of goods produced is far from satisfactory 
(Class-1: 5%, Class-2: 40%, Class-3: 25%) with rejects almost 30%. 

 
ii. There is large quantity of under fired and over-fired products from Down 

Draft Kiln due to wide variation in temperature gradient at different part of 
the kiln (200-4000C) 

 
iii. There is significant rejection of the fired refractory products (~20%) from 

Down Draft kiln. 
 

iv. The utilization of coal, the main fuel in Down Draft kiln, is only 20% in 
refractory, leading to huge wastage of fuel. 

 
v. The heat distribution within the cross-section of a Down Draft kiln is heavily 

irregular at different points. 
 

vi. The thermal gradient of the top and bottom of a Down Draft Kiln is heavily 
irregular at different points. 

 
vii. The thermal gradient of the top and the bottom of a Down Draft Kiln, is 

nearly or more than 2000C with the consequence of under-fired and over-
fired products. 

 
viii. With gradual consciousness about environment, the smoke and pollution of 

coal particles in and around Down Draft Kiln is unacceptable to the pollution 
control authorities and for the last 20 years, they have been raising objection 
to pollution by Chimney of Down Draft Kilns. 
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Following Gaps have been Identified at the Cluster after proper through survey of the existing products and technologies followed at present: i. The units in Cluster are not manufacturing at present new generation 
refractories particularly monolithic refractories (castable, gunning mass, 
fettling mass etc.) due to lack of available technology primarily.  

 
ii. Most of the machineries and equipment of the Cluster units are not 

adequately utilized. 
 

iii. Machineries and equipment utilized at present for manufacturing refractory 
products need proper up gradation and maintenance.  

 
iv. Due to temperature constrains high alumina refractory products and other 

refractory products which required relatively higher temperature of firing 
cannot be made at present in the available Down Draft Kilns at the Cluster. 
Coal fired D.D Kilns generally attained a temperature of maximum 12000C 
(average) which is not suitable for making high alumina and basic refractory 
products.  

 
v. The Kilns needs proper heat utilization system for improving the combustion 

efficiency: 
a. The fuel charging system needs to be redesign for proper combustion 

of fuel. 
b. The nature of fuel employed needs to be investigated for improving 

the calorific value. 
c. The waste heat of the kilns needs to be recovered and utilized 

properly for improving the thermal efficiency for the refractory 
manufacturing by D.D Kiln. 

d. The design of the kiln needs to be modified for the maximum 
retention of heat inside the kiln. 

e. The exhaust system of the kiln needs to be designed properly for 
improving the thermal efficiency and reducing the level of pollution. 

f. Range of monolithic products (including Castable, Ramming Mass, 
Gunning mass etc.)needs to be manufactured with proper testing and 
quality control facility. 

g. The idle capacity of the cluster needs to be utilized by the 
manufacturing of other products with satisfactory market potential. 
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4.1. Suggestion for Design Modification of Down Draft Kiln 
 

1. Regulation of the size of coal used in DD kiln: 
For the existing coal firing system, the size of coal used as fuel at DD kiln needs to be regulated at ≤4” size for ensuring proper combustion in the production of refractory. Many times, it has been observed that coal of larger size is charged at the kiln and a substantial portion of the coal remains unburnt and increases the proportion of unburnt carbon in the flue gas. Coal should be charged at the grate of the kiln. It should not create jamming and should allow both primary and secondary air to pass through coal bed. In many kilns, it has been observed that jamming by the ash and consequent obstruction to the flow of secondary air causes progressive increase in the degree of combustion at the later stages resulting in the formation of substantial black smoke from the chimney.  

2. Use of Sieve at the Grate: The use of sieve does not involve any substantial additional cost involvement. (~Rs. 2000/-). But this practice will definitely improve the energy efficiency and will reduce the level of pollution to some extent.    
3. Use of Pyrometric Cone: In addition to central monitoring of temperature, each firebox of the DD kiln should have Orton or Segger cone or thermocouple for a proper record of the temperature profile as a function of time.               
 
 

  
Coal Size should be ≤4" 
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4. Use of an Innovative Burner for firing of DD Kiln: 

We are proposing the replacement of manual coal charging system to the Down Draft kiln through grate by fuel injection through burner system. This will result in better combustion of fuel and consequently more efficient use of energy and less pollution from the Down Draft kiln.  The above type burner can be used for firing of DD kiln using Petroleum coke or coal fines. Petroleum coke (often abbreviated pet coke or pet coke) is a carbonaceous solid delivered from oil refinery coker units or other cracking processes. Coking processes that can be employed for making pet coke include contact coking, fluid coking, flexi coking and delayed coking. 
 The price of pet coke:Rs. 12,000/Ton (Rs.7000/Ton is the basic price + Rs.5000/- per ton is transportation cost).  
 Its calorific value:9000 Kcal/Kg.  

Instead of Pet Coke coal breeze or fine coal can be used.  
 Price of fine coal: Rs. 8500/Ton (Rs.7000/Ton is the basic price + Rs. 1000/- per ton is the transportation cost + Rs. 500/- per tonne is the grinding cost).  
 Calorific value: 6000 KCal /Kg.  
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So, if we compare the economy of Pet coke and Breeze coal,   
 For Pet Coke energy generation:  9000/12 i.e. 750 KCal/Re 
 For Coal breeze energy generation: 6000/8.5 i.e. 705 KCal/Re 

So, Pet coke is more economic for energy generation point of view. 
Moreover, as Pet coke generates more energy, use of Pet coke results in 50% reduction in cycle time compared to coal breeze. It has been observed in a production unit that cycle time with coal as fuel is about 6 days and with Pet coke is 3.5 days. It results from the fact that with Pet coke as a fuel moisture removal time for the refractories is less and higher temperature is attained relatively early. For coal as a fuel above 1100oC, rate of increase of temperature is less than 10oC/minute and the rate decreases with time. But for Pet coke the raising of temperature with time is constant and therefore, higher temperature is attained relatively rapidly,  
Again, a reduction of labour charge is also possible due to less coal uses and about 50% savings in man days is also possible.  
 
 

  

 
Photograph of Pet Coke 
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Cost Estimation of Burner 
Different Components of The Burner System Cost in Rupees 

DC Motor (1 H.P, 1440 RPM, 2 Nos.) 28,000/- 
DC Control Panel (2 Pcs.) 7,000/- 
Gear Box (1:30, 2 Nos.) 9,000/- 

Pipe (4// Dia, M.S., 12 mt, 2 Pcs.) 12,000/- 
Butterfly Valve (4//, 2 Pcs.) 1,400/- 

Plate (8///4//, 3mm thickness, M.S., 1 Pcs.) 1,000/- 
Flange (4//, 8 Pcs.) 1,760/- 
Angle (2/2, 12 mt.,) 2,000/- 

Channel (75/40, 12 mt. 2 Pcs.) 2,500/- 
Stop Warm (For rotating Mass) 12,000/- 

Other Accessories, like Pulley (4// and 8//), Star coupling (2nos/set), Hopper 15,000/- 

Fabrication Cost (for each burner) 15,000/- 
Total Approximate 1.05- to 1.25 lakhs 

  

  
Photograph of Solid Fuel Handling Burner 
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5. Waste Heat Utilization in DD Kiln by Interconnection of the Kilns: 
To make the DD kiln more energy efficient we are proposing an arrangement for 

waste heat utilization.  
i. Three DD kilns should be operated in tandem for reuse of the exhaust gas  

at the kiln area. One kiln should be used for the purpose of loading and the other kiln 
for firing the mass and the last will be engaged for the purpose of cooling. 

ii. The hot gas from the cooling kiln should be supplied to the kiln for loading  
so, that the refractory masses to be fired at the kiln can be devoid of moisture and 
other volatiles part of the kiln. Up to 200oC temperature can be supplied by the waste 
heat at the second kiln. We have noted that green refractory stacks can be preheated 
up to 200-250oC and this is sufficient enough for early moisture removal from the 
green refractories. It will definitely result in a substantial saving in fuel requirement. 

iii. All blower, duct for the transportation of the exhaust gas should be made 
of stainless steel. The kilns should be interconnected. The connections can be made at 
the top of each kiln. 

iv. An approximate cost involvement is Rs. 0.80 lakh per kiln which can be  
safely recovered within a period of 6 months.  
We have worked out on the investment requirement for such arrangement.  

Investment Requirement for the interconnected kilns 
Equipment Required Cost in Rupees 

Exhaust blower (7.5 HP) 45,000/- 
Pipe for duct (300// diameter, 12 mt 

in length), 2pcs 
12,000/- 

 
Flange (6 Pcs) 6000/- 

Others 17,000/- 
Total 80,000/- 
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Interconnection 

Interconnection of Three Kilns Design 
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6. High Temperature High Emissivity Coatings
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The EMISSHIELD technology was developed by NASA for use in space vehicles (Figure 1). EMISSHIELD high emissivity coatings are manufactured for industrial applications by Wessex, Inc., which combined the NASA technology with its own binder systems. 
It has been reported in literature that when high temperature high emissivity coating is 
applied to refractory linings, the coating absorbs up to three times more radiant and 
convective heat from the burner flames and hot gases than uncoated refractory. Heat 
absorbed by the coating is immediately re
made available the flue gas temperature will decrease because less of the available heat 
is absorbed and stored in the lining and the refractory materials stay cooler and are less
subject to thermal shock and thermally
result while lower substrate temperatures reduce devitrification and associated 
shrinkage of refractory ceramic
maintenance costs of fibre-linings coated with high temperature high emissivity coating 
are significantly lower.  
Since high temperature high emissivity coating reduces the amount of heat absorbed 
by the refractory, coated IFB linings and dense refractory lin
thermal mass linings. More heat is available to heat treat parts rather than heating the 
furnace lining or escaping out the flues. In addition to the obvious energy saving, the 
reduction of absorbed energy by the lining allows fas
temperature recovery when cold loads are inserted. This will shorten cycle time, 
increase capacity, and improve productivity.When high temperature high emissivity 
coating is applied to linings; they become more efficient heat radia
the uniformity of radiant heating and the quality of the treated parts.

We are proposing further for the application of high 
temperature high emissivity coating at 
Down Draft kiln for making it more energy efficient. This type 
of lining of high emissivity coatings are black
formulations designed to significantly improve the thermal 
efficiency of infrared heaters, furnaces, incinerators, an
used throughout the appliance, ceramics, chemical processing, 
metallurgical, and refining industries. Natural gas and oil 
savings in the range of 5-10% are typical using these coatings.
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High Temperature High Emissivity Coatings: 

MISSHIELD technology was developed by NASA for use in space vehicles (Figure 1). EMISSHIELD high emissivity coatings are manufactured for industrial applications by Wessex, Inc., which combined the NASA technology with its own binder 

eported in literature that when high temperature high emissivity coating is 
applied to refractory linings, the coating absorbs up to three times more radiant and 
convective heat from the burner flames and hot gases than uncoated refractory. Heat 

y the coating is immediately re-radiated to the cooler load. As more heat is 
made available the flue gas temperature will decrease because less of the available heat 
is absorbed and stored in the lining and the refractory materials stay cooler and are less
subject to thermal shock and thermally-induced stresses. Longer refractory life will 
result while lower substrate temperatures reduce devitrification and associated 
shrinkage of refractory ceramic-fibre modules, boards, and blankets. Consequently, the 

linings coated with high temperature high emissivity coating 

Since high temperature high emissivity coating reduces the amount of heat absorbed 
by the refractory, coated IFB linings and dense refractory linings behave more like low 
thermal mass linings. More heat is available to heat treat parts rather than heating the 
furnace lining or escaping out the flues. In addition to the obvious energy saving, the 
reduction of absorbed energy by the lining allows faster heat-ups and quicker 
temperature recovery when cold loads are inserted. This will shorten cycle time, 
increase capacity, and improve productivity.When high temperature high emissivity 
coating is applied to linings; they become more efficient heat radiators. This improves 
the uniformity of radiant heating and the quality of the treated parts. 

We are proposing further for the application of high 
temperature high emissivity coating at the inside wall of the 
Down Draft kiln for making it more energy efficient. This type 
of lining of high emissivity coatings are black-body 
formulations designed to significantly improve the thermal 
efficiency of infrared heaters, furnaces, incinerators, and ovens 
used throughout the appliance, ceramics, chemical processing, 
metallurgical, and refining industries. Natural gas and oil 

10% are typical using these coatings. 
 

 

MISSHIELD technology was developed by NASA for use in space vehicles (Figure 1). EMISSHIELD high emissivity coatings are manufactured for industrial applications by Wessex, Inc., which combined the NASA technology with its own binder 

eported in literature that when high temperature high emissivity coating is 
applied to refractory linings, the coating absorbs up to three times more radiant and 
convective heat from the burner flames and hot gases than uncoated refractory. Heat 

radiated to the cooler load. As more heat is 
made available the flue gas temperature will decrease because less of the available heat 
is absorbed and stored in the lining and the refractory materials stay cooler and are less 

induced stresses. Longer refractory life will 
result while lower substrate temperatures reduce devitrification and associated 

fibre modules, boards, and blankets. Consequently, the 
linings coated with high temperature high emissivity coating 

Since high temperature high emissivity coating reduces the amount of heat absorbed 
ings behave more like low 

thermal mass linings. More heat is available to heat treat parts rather than heating the 
furnace lining or escaping out the flues. In addition to the obvious energy saving, the 

ups and quicker 
temperature recovery when cold loads are inserted. This will shorten cycle time, 
increase capacity, and improve productivity.When high temperature high emissivity 

tors. This improves 
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One of the most important benefits of using high temperature high emissivity coating is 
fuel savings. High temperature high emissivity coating users routinely report fuel 
savings from 6% to over 20%, depending on how their unit processes are designed and 
operated. The harder a process is pushed, the greater the fuel savings and the faster 
the payback.   
High temperature high emissivity coating products offer many benefits because they 
are high-emissivity nanoparticle ceramic coatings; improving the transfer of radiant 
heat. 
Emissivity is the ratio of total radiative output from a body per unit time per unit area at 
a specific temperature and wavelength to that of a black body under the same 
environmental conditions. All substrates have an emissivity value and this value is 
reported from 0.0 (lowest) to 1.0 (highest). If a substrate has a surface emissivity of 1.0, it 
is considered a black body. No known substrate is able to absorb all energy and re-
radiate that same energy perfectly as a black body would; but grey bodies do exist. 
These grey bodies can absorb and re-radiate a portion of energy of the theoretical 
black body. High temperature high emissivity coating are grey bodies as they absorb 
and re-radiate a comparable proportion of energy a black body would under the same 
conditions. 
Many substrates report high emissivity values at ambient temperatures but as 
temperatures increase these values rapidly decrease. At these ambient temperatures, 
some substrates are able to absorb and re-radiate almost as much energy as a black 
body would, incorrectly classifying them as grey bodies. High temperature high 
emissivity coating absorbs and re-radiate energy at the same ratio across a wide 
temperature range because of the complex ceramic nanoparticle matrix that comprises 
high temperature high emissivity coating. Thus, emissivity is a function of temperature 
in that as the temperatures rise, the re-radiation potential increases. And, as 
temperatures fluctuate high temperature high emissivity coating products are able to 
maintain their emissivity values of 0.85-0.95 and offer much more re-radiation 
predictability.  
The following are the further advantages of high temperature high emissivity coating: 
i) High Emissivity Ceramic Coatings on radiant tubes and refractory provide enhanced 
radiant heat transfer from the surfaces, allowing the following substantial benefits: 
ii) Increased furnace or boiler thermal efficiency by 3%-5% 
iii) Improved production 
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iv) Reduced energy costs – significant fuel saving 
v) Increased service life of refractory wall and fiber modules 
vi) Eliminate refractory dust emission to atmosphere 
vii) Reduced NOx emissions 
viii) Eliminate corrosion and hot spots to extend tube’s life 
ix) Increased Emissivity of Refractory (@ 2000°F) from 0.65 (for Fire Bricks) or 0.35 (for 
Ceramic Fibre) to 0.96 
Coating Procedure: 
i) Grit blasting the process tubes to near white metal or to 2.5 – 3 mil profile. 
ii) Refractory walls are sweep blasted to achieve maximum bonding. 
iii) Electrically operated, high pressure airless spray guns are used for application. 
iv) Refractory walls are coated first and allowed to dry before application on process 
tubes. 
v) Coat thickness ….8 – 10 mils. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thermal Image-After Coating 

 
Thermal Image-Before Coating 
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Tunnel kiln cross-section with EMISSHIELD® high emissivity coating applied to the 
refractory hot face. The thermal energy absorbed by the coating, TC, is re-radiated and 
absorbed by the colder load, TL. The refractory lining is subsequently cooler and retains 
less heat energy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Kiln cross-section with insulating refractory backing up dense refractory working lining: 

Tunnel kiln refractories that have been coated with EMISSHIELD 
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Expected Results: 

High process efficiencies can be achieved by effective use of insulation in tunnel kilns. The chief benefit of using EMISSHIELD coatings in tunnel kiln refractories is fuel savings achieved through turning down the burners. Users of EMISSHIELD report fuel savings ranging from 6% to 20%, depending on how the kilns are designed and operated. Alternatively, the kiln push rate can be increased to utilize the excess heat energy available and productivity improved. When EMISSHIELD is applied to linings, radiant heating is uniform and results in increased yield. Another benefit is that refractories stay cooler and are subjected to less thermal shock and stress. As a result, the service lives of refractories can be expected to increase. 
 
 
 
 

 
EMISSHIELD® being sprayed in a tunnel kiln 
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7. Use of Coal Gasifier: 

Here we are referring a report of AIPTCO, a premier technical consultancy organization in Andhra Pradesh, published in Sameeeksha July 2011.indd 4 7/20  i. Coal gasifier systems could be adopted in place of direct coal firing in DD kilns.  
ii. A fuel saving of 22% is expected due to improved thermal efficiency.  
iii. Each unit can save around 120 tonnes of coal annually (assuming 24 batches 
processed per year), equivalent to monetary savings of Rs 4.2 lakhs per year.  
iv. The capital cost of the coal gasifier system is around Rs. 25 lakhs including EPC 
charges, 
v. A simple payback period of just over 6 years for this case.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Use of Coal Gasifier 
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8. Use of Biomass Gasifier: 

We are further referring a report of AIPTCO, a premier technical consultancy organization in Andhra Pradesh, published in Sameeeksha July 2011.indd 4 7/20 which appeared to us a formidable option. Biomass is available in abundant quantity in the refractory cluster area. So, with a futuristic planning for the collection and processing of the biomass for making fuel briquettes can be a good option for firing the kilns. The salient features for this type of process is like the following,   
i. Biomass gasifier systems can be used instead of direct coal firing in DD kilns. 
ii.  Fuel saving of 16% is expected and each unit can save around 86 tonnes of coal 
annually, equivalent to monetary savings of Rs3.2 lakhs per year. 
iii. The capital cost of a biomass gasifier system is around Rs.15 lakhs including EPC 
charges,  
iv. A simple payback period of under 5 years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Use of Bio-Mass Gasifier 
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9. Removal of obsolescence  
Obsolescence removal in any process plant is always return generating as it improves the efficiency of the processes. In the process for the manufacturing of refractories with DD kiln, there are also ample scope in the removal of obsolescence which has been recommended by other experts also for other projects. The proposals are like the followings:   i. Most of the existing standard motors that are currently being used in crushers, mixers 

and brick presses in the cluster have been rewound several times.  
ii. Replacement of the existing standard motors with energy efficient motors would 
improve the operational efficiency by at least 10–12%.  
iii. The efficient motor has higher efficiency while operating on both part and full loads 
under dusty operating conditions.  
iv. Adoption of efficient motors in different equipment would save at least 2000 kWh 
per year in a typical refractory unit.  
v. The annual electricity saving potential at cluster level is estimated to be worth 
Rs.6lakhs. vi. The investment required for implementation of this measure is estimated 
to be Rs 25,000 per unit, giving a simple payback period of around 3½ years 
10. Suggestions for mixed fuel systems: 

For firing of high alumina products, both coal and oil based firing needs to be adopted at the kiln. Up to 1300-1350oC temperature can be raised initially by burning of coal which can be followed by burning of furnace Oil/LDO/HSD for further higher temperature. Each oil burner should be placed in between 2/3 fire boxes of the kiln. For DD Kiln with diameter of 8 mt, 4 burners are required which should be capable of burning about 1000 Kg fuel per hour.  Turn down ratio of the oil burners employed at the DD kiln should be 1:5. 
Natural gas is the cleanest of all natural fuels, followed by propane, butane, and then the oils. Natural gas is lighter than air and therefore problems with burner carbonization rarely occur during the low preheat periods of kiln firings. Liquid gases, however, which are heavier than air, even in a state of vaporization, often present carbonization problems during the preheat period unless the kiln is started at a high, rapid level of heat input. orifices in liquefied petroleum gas burners are often too large to present some carbonization, both on the inside of the burner as well as in the firebox during the low heat pre-firing cycles. This factor is all the more evident with oil burners, and one must be aware that carbon residue may be building up inside the burner itself, particularly on the inside nozzle end. The build-up can be very slight; however, after many firings, the carbon builds up significantly to actually constrict the opening of the burner. The result is the operation of a smaller burner than the one that was originally the proper size. Frequently this occurs with homemade burners which use the gas 
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manifold as the burner mount; the orifice is in the manifold and the carbon can constrict the size of the orifice, thus cutting down substantially on the required B.t.u. input of heat to the kiln. When carbonization takes place within the firebox itself - often directly in front of the burner - it is of little consequence to any of the functioning areas of the kiln or the burners because as the heat increases and the temperature becomes extreme (above 1,000°F), all carbonization, regardless of how thick, will burn off by the end of the firing cycle. One exception to this rule would be a kiln which has vertical burners situated directly under the burner port leading into the firebox - that is, a kiln where the firebox is a ceiling suspended directly over the burner. If carbonization builds up substantially on the face of the firebox over the burner, heavy accumulated pieces of carbon can scale off and fall into the throat of the burner, causing a deflection of the flame, and resulting in a very unsatisfactory flame shape entering the kiln. Once lodged into the throat of the burner during the early firing stages, the carbon refuse will not burn away since there is little heat generated within the burner itself. Fortunately, carbonization does not affect the new materials themselves since, as already mentioned, they are inert. Conventional materials such as insulating characteristics may be modified by heavy carbonization. 
11. Installation of Waste Heat Recovery Systems: 

As per a different study on a different cluster installation of waste heat recovery (WHR) systems in DD kilns is another viable option. These WHR systems can help in preheating of the raw material and achieve an energy saving of about 20–22% per batch of production. Assuming that 24 batches are processed per year, each unit would save around 110 tonnes of coal annually, equivalent to monetary savings of 3.85 lakhs per year.  
 The capital cost of a WHR system: Around Rs 5 lakhs, 
 Payback period: Less than 15 months.  12. Forced Draft Burners: 

Forced draft burners are recognized throughout the ceramic industry as the most efficient means of firing a kiln. Air and gas are mixed thoroughly providing complete combustion of the fuel, and reduced firing costs. The” forced draft” provides constant pressure which distributes the heat evenly throughout the entire kiln chamber. Each kiln comes equipped with a variable speed control and adjustable air shutters on the blower intake. The variable speed control is used to set the blower rotation in a general range proportionate to supply sufficient air for a particular model. The intake flap is used to fine tune the air intake. Each of the two burners comes equipped with a water column pressure gauge, 100% flame safety gas valve, and a pilot burner. 
13. Others Suggestions: 

i. Channels should be provided in the stack of the DD kiln for free flow of heatwithin  the kiln.  ii. Crown dampers of the DD kiln should be operated properly for effective removal of  
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volatiles and controlling the excess temperature rise.  iii. Ceramic fibres may be provided above the insulating layer on the arch of theDD kiln to conserve the heat. However, with kilns that use ceramic fibers as a hot face covering on the internal walls of the firebox, the material is unaffected by either thermal shock or flame impingement. Also, most of the characteristics of firebox abuse, such as expansion and contraction, are eliminated since the material does not expand. Ceramic fibers do contract slightly (about 2 to 3 percent) if they are taken higher than their given hot-face working temperatures and therefore, if the internal surface of a kiln contains a ceramic-fiber face rated at 2,300°F in the firebox area and heat generated during the firing exceeds this temperature, the material will shrink slightly and become somewhat brittle. It will not, however, expand again once it has contracted. One solution to slight contraction might be to use a higher rated ceramic fiber in the firebox area. For example, some specialized ceramic fibers made of zircon have working temperatures as high as 4,500°F, but they are extremely expensive and not worth the cost since the lower rated and more available alumina-silica fibers provide the same protection in the firebox area once they have contracted.  iv. To reduce the energy loss through the chimney of the DD kiln, chequer brickwork  may be provided at the base of the chimney.  v. To prevent heat loss new DD Kilns should be constructed with 1 m thick wallinstead  of existing 2 m thick refractory wall.  vi. Tunnel kiln is an energy efficient option for the DD kiln, offering reduced energy  consumption and improved productivity.  vii. Comparative performance analysis of tunnel kiln vis-à-vis DD kiln indicates an  energy saving potential of 30–35% per batch processed by adopting tunnel kiln technology. Assuming 24 batches per year, each unit would save around 170 tonnes coal annually, equivalent to monetary savings of Rs 6 lakhs per year.  viii. Natural gas is the cleanest of all natural fuels, followed by propane, butane, and  then the oils. Natural gas is lighter than air and therefore problems with burner carbonization rarely occur during the low preheat periods of kiln firings. Liquid gases, however, which are heavier than air, even in a state of vaporization, often present carbonization problems during the preheat period unless the kiln is started at a high, rapid level of heat input. orifices in liquefied petroleum gas burners are often too large to present some carbonization, both on the inside of the burner as well as in the firebox during the low heat pre-firing cycles. This factor is all the more evident with oil burners, and one must be aware that carbon residue may be building up inside the burner itself, particularly on the inside nozzle end. The build-
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up can be very slight; however, after many firings, the carbon builds up significantly to constrict the opening of the burner. The result is the operation of a smaller burner than the one that was originally the proper size. Frequently this occurs with homemade burners which use the gas manifold as the burner mount; the orifice is in the manifold and the carbon can constrict the size of the orifice, thus cutting down substantially on the required B.t.u. input of heat to the kiln. When carbonization takes place within the firebox itself - often directly in front of the burner - it is of little consequence to any of the functioning areas of the kiln or the burners because as the heat increases and the temperature becomes extreme (above 550°C), all carbonization, regardless of how thick, will burn off by the end of the firing cycle. One exception to this rule would be a kiln which has vertical burners situated directly under the burner port leading into the firebox - that is, a kiln where the firebox is a ceiling suspended directly over the burner. If carbonization builds up substantially on the face of the firebox over the burner, heavy accumulated pieces of carbon can scale off and fall into the throat of the burner, causing a deflection of the flame, and resulting in a very unsatisfactory flame shape entering the kiln. Once lodged into the throat of the burner during the early firing stages, the carbon refuse will not burn away since there is little heat generated within the burner itself. Fortunately, carbonization does not affect the new materials themselves since, as already mentioned, they are inert. Conventional materials such as insulating characteristics may be modified by heavy carbonization.  
12. Recommendations for the best operating practices in downdraught kiln: 

For making the Down Draft Kilns more energy efficient and less pollution generating we are proposing some good operation practices, which if followed properly will definitely reduce the cost of production of refractories and will improve the quality of the products. 
i. Quantification of various inputs such as weight of bricks and fuel consumption 

before and after firing. 
ii. Adopting of uniform fuel feeding pattern depending on temperature 

requirements to enable uniform distribution of heat and highest possible heat 
transfer. 

iii. Continuous monitoring of temperatures of firing zone (in few selected locations) 
and flue gas temperature using thermocouples. It leads to 

 Fuel savings up to 20% 
 Reduction in firing cycle – 2 to 3 hours 
 Reduced formation of overburnt and under-burnt bricks 

Adoption of best operating practices (BOP) helped in saving fuel (energy) consumption, 
up to the extent of 20%, improving product quality and reducing heat losses. Following 
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observations were made while demonstrating best operating practices in downdraught 
kiln 

iv. Enhancing drying of green bricks 
Freshly moulded bricks contain lot of water which need to be removed to reach leather hard conditions. This is required to ensure no deformation of shape takes place while handling as well as no breakage during heating. Typical conditions of bricks show about 17% reduction in weight due to moisture removed from green bricks. 

Large duration required for drying indicates requirements of large sheds and green 
brick inventory required at kiln site. Use of separate dryers to remove moisture from 
green bricks would greatly help in reducing the duration for brick drying. Since these 
dryers are separate systems and use additional fuels to dry green bricks, they are 
known as “artificial drying”. These artificial dryers would help in: 

 Reducing duration required for green brick drying 
 Enhancing productivity of the unit 
 Reducing green brick inventory 

However, adoption of artificial drying would require additional investments. With the 
use of additional fuel, it would also increase the overall operating costs of the unit. 
Depending on the scale of operation, individual units may choose any one of the 
methods for their benefits. 

v. Sufficient gap is required to be maintained between bricks and kiln wall. A gap 
of about 100 mm must be provided between bricks kept for firing and the wall of 
downdraught kiln. This would enable the fire to travel without obstructions and 
improve uniform distribution of heat between various sections of the kiln. 
Uniform distribution of heat would reduce over-firing or under-firing of bricks or 
formation of black cores. 

vi. Fireboxes and damper are required to be operated properly based on 
requirements. Upon initiating firing in a downdraught kiln, it is necessary to 
increase the temperature to release water from brick body and soak at 
temperatures based on composition of soil used to complete chemical reactions. 
To enable this, it is recommended to install thermocouples to monitor the 
temperature of the kiln inside. 
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Operation up to 500oC  
1. Initial heating up of the kiln to 500oC is to be done gradually. This means measured 
quantity of fuel must be fed at constant rate for removal of mechanically held water 
and then chemically held water. 
2.  Dampers of the kiln must be open to aid this process.  
3. Fuel feeding to the kiln is to be done through half number of the fireboxes, with 
remaining half must be kept closed until a temperature of 500oC is reached. For 
example, if the kiln has 12 fireboxes, 6 fireboxes must be used. 
 4. It is also recommended that alternate fireboxes must be used at the kiln during this 
phase 
Operation from 500oC onwards  
1. With the removal of chemically held water, the firing rate at the kiln is to be 
increased.  
2. Fuel feeding to the kiln must be continued from all fireboxes on both sides of the 
kiln. 
 3. Damper openings of the kiln must be reduced to retain heat inside and temperature 
inside the kiln for maximizing heat transfer to the bricks.  
4. During this stage, flue gas heat losses of the kiln are also reduced due to reduced air 
flow. 
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4.2. Proposal for the Construction of a New D.D Kiln 
For making the Down Draft kiln more energy efficient and less pollution generating. As all the existing DD kilns in the refractory cluster were constructed long time before without paying much attention towards the consumption of fuel and level of emission, we believe that the construction of a low thermal mass kiln with the application of proper design principle will improve the quality of products and reduce cost of production by reducing the consumption of fuel. Downdraft kilns have certain advantages, like its construction cost is considerably less compared to the other kilns. The following basic approaches will be followed in this direction.  

1. Use of more structural support and less wall thickness will be maintained during the 
construction of kilns. 
2. Bubble alumina based hot face insulating refractory will be used. 
3. Kiln wall will be constructed with the provision of air gap.  
The cost for construction of a new DD kiln will be approximately Rs. 10 lakhs and the 
cost will be recovered within a period of 6-8 months. 
Methods and Principles of Downdraft Kiln Construction  
The critical factors to be considered in that design of a kiln include:  
• The size of kiln to be constructed 
• The type of products to be fired in the kiln.  
• The choice of fuel, both its availability and efficiency which will determine the 
temperature that can be achieved at the kiln.  
• The size of the combustion chamber which will determine the type of fuel and size of 
inlet flue (firebox) to be constructed. Fuel varies from wood, gas, coal, oil to bio-waste.  
Design principles -  For the construction of new DD kiln the flue systems must be 
properly designed. The size and height of chimney will influence the draft and allow the 
burners or fireboxes to work efficiently  
Most chamber kilns that are built without steel frame-work lose their structural position 
and collapse with the first to second firing. It is necessary therefore to use angle iron at 
the four corners of the kiln and with a flat iron bar to hold the dome (roof) from 
expanding and collapse. 
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For the construction of the kiln recommended design principles should be followed. We 
are hereby providing the basics of design principles towards the construction of a new 
DD kiln.   
The following Design Principles of Kiln will be followed in the construction of new kiln 
PRINCIPLE 1:    A cube is the best all-purpose shape for a kiln. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRINCIPLE 2: The chamber shape is determined by heat direction and ease of flame 
movement to allow a natural flow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
A cube is the best all-purpose shape for a kiln 

 
Most small downdraft kilns tend to include the 

dome in the height measurement 
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PRINCIPLE 3: A specific amount of grate area or combustion area is needed for natural 
draft. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRINCIPLE 4: The taper of a chimney controls the rate of draft. 
PRINCIPLE 5: For natural draft kilns, there should be 3 feet of chimney to every foot of 
downward pull, plus 1 foot of chimney to every 3 feet of horizontal pull. 
 
 
 

 
Increasing the height of a cube chamber 

decreases firing efficiency. 
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PRINCIPLE 6: Chimney diameter is approximately one-fourth to one-fifth of the 
chamber diameter. 
PRINCIPLE 7: A tall chimney increases velocity inside the firing chamber. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The chamber shape is determined by heat direction 
and ease of flame movement to allow a natural flow. 

 
Diameter and height should be nearly equal in circular 

or round-dome kilns. 
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PRINCIPLE 8: Critical areas of a kiln should be planned and built to be altered easily.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Heat direction should follow the arch.

Configuration forces heat direction to flow at 
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Critical areas of a kiln should be planned and built to be altered easily.

 
Heat direction should follow the arch. 

 
Configuration forces heat direction to flow at 

right angles to the arch. 

 

Critical areas of a kiln should be planned and built to be altered easily. 
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Cross sections of Down Draught chambers 
showing proper heat direction
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Cross sections of Down Draught chambers 
showing proper heat direction 
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Flue-to-chimney relationship.  

In natural-draft kilns the inlet flue areas must be equal to exit flue areas. A specific amount of grate area or combustion area is needed for natural draft. 
Wood: 10 times greater than the horizontal section of the chimney,  
Coal: 1 square foot of grate to every 6 to 8 square feet of floor space. 
Oil: 1 square foot of combustion area to every 5 square feet of floor area. 
Gas: 4½-inch minimum channel combustion space between ware and wall, usually the 
length of the wall. 
In the fast fire design the exit flue is restricted because of the direct connection into the 
chimney. If the chimney cross section is made much larger than the inlet and exit flues 
in a natural draft kiln, tapering of the chimney must be done to ensure proper draft.  
To make matters simple, the inlet and exit flue areas and the chimney cross-section 
area are made all equal, with the chimney point of entry slightly smaller.  It is far better 
to make these areas too large than too small, for they can easily be altered by plugging 
them up.For a downdraft kiln using pressurized gas (forced draft), the inlet flues can be 
the size of the burner tips or slightly larger since the oxygen is supplied through the 
burner with secondary air pulled in around the burner port hole. In most cases, the inlet 
flue will be brick-size then reduced in size to add adjustability to the flue.Exit flues 
should be built brick-sized (can be reduced in size if needed) and follow the natural 
draft relationships from flues to chimney.The difference with forced draft is that the 
height of the chimney is reduced by at least 25 percent. 
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The draft rate measurement in feet is determinedchamber up the front wall, over the arch, down the back wall, through the flues and up the chimney. It requires 10 seconds for gases 
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in feet is determined by the inside circumference of chamber up the front wall, over the arch, down the back wall, through the flues and up 
It requires 10 seconds for gases to travel from x to y (45 feet) in this kiln. 

 

 

 

by the inside circumference of the chamber up the front wall, over the arch, down the back wall, through the flues and up 
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Three feet of chimney length are added for every foot of downward pull, plus 1 foot of 
chimney for every 3 feet of horizontal pull: A, chamber; B, flue collection box; C, 
chimney 
A kiln chimney that is between 16 and 20 feet, with a base section of 12×12 inches, 
would normally taper to a minimum of 9×9 inches. 
In a natural draft kiln, seldom would a chimney be less than 9×9 inches at its base cross 
section. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Slope of the Kiln
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Three feet of chimney length are added for every foot of downward pull, plus 1 foot of 
chimney for every 3 feet of horizontal pull: A, chamber; B, flue collection box; C, 

that is between 16 and 20 feet, with a base section of 12×12 inches, 
would normally taper to a minimum of 9×9 inches.  
In a natural draft kiln, seldom would a chimney be less than 9×9 inches at its base cross 

Slope of the Kiln Determines Chimney Height 

 

Three feet of chimney length are added for every foot of downward pull, plus 1 foot of 
chimney for every 3 feet of horizontal pull: A, chamber; B, flue collection box; C, 

that is between 16 and 20 feet, with a base section of 12×12 inches, 

In a natural draft kiln, seldom would a chimney be less than 9×9 inches at its base cross 
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Design of Chamber Kiln Instead of Down Draft Kiln  
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4.3. Proposal for Pollution Control in DD Kilns with The Incorporation of a 
New Device 

The DD kilns operating in the cluster are built on very old design that virtually do not take into consideration the issues of energy efficiency and emission quality.  The design was prepared at a time when coal was cheap and no emission control standards were there.  Since then the cost of coal has increased many folds, quality in terms of ash and sulfur content has gone down and standards on emission quality in terms of SPM (PM10 and PM2.5), oxides of sulfur and nitrogen and carbon monoxide have been published.   
Since raw coal is burnt in these kilns, the oxides of sulfur come from the sulfur in coal itself.  Oxides of nitrogen generate at unregulated combustion temperature, and carbon monoxide comes from incomplete combustion because of inadequate supply of air at some stages of combustion, especially the initial stage. The particulates contain ash particles as well as unburnt carbon particles. SPM in the emission typically ranges from about 250 to above 1000 ppm, PM10 and PM2.5 may go as high as 300 microgram/m3 much above the admissible level. 
There are many standard techniques of removal of particulates and acidic oxides from flue gases and emission. There are different types of filters (such as bag filters), centrifugal separators such as cyclone separator, wet scrubbers such as a Venturi scrubber (in which the particulates are scrubbed in high speed water or a suitable aqueous solution).  However, none of these standard techniques is applicable for cleaning of the emission from DD kilns for the following reasons. 

(i)  The temperature of the flue gas is very high – may be as high as 700-800oC. Even 
devices like cyclones will not work because of material failure. 
(ii)  A wet scrubber will not be appropriate since the gas is to be cooled either by air-
cooling or in direct contact with water. None of these two is suitable. 

There are other practical problems associated with use of a traditional gas cleaning device.  The rate of burning of coal and the rate of flue gas generation will vary with time of firing.  The conventional devices do not work well if the gas flow rate varies significantly.  Prof. Binay K. Dutta, Former Chairman, West Bengal Pollution Control Board, has designed an alternative device for dry scrubbing of the gas and simultaneously removing acid gases serving the dual purpose of removal of particulates as well as the oxides of sulfur and nitrogen. The device relies on arresting the particulates by impaction on a dry inert packed bed of solid (like a bed of brick chips).  As the gas flows through the bed, the particulates will be arrested irrespective of the gas velocity giving the desired flexibility in respect of flue gas generation rate.   
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The dry inert bed will be followed by another bed of porous inert material (broken brick chips will work as well) impregnated with a cheap basic oxide like lime.  While passing through this bed, the oxides of sulfur and nitrogen will be immobilized in the bed.  Since the concentrations of the oxides is low, such a bed will work uninterrupted and without any problems for months.   
Cleaning of the bed is simple.  During shut down of the kiln, the packing material can just be taken out, the deposited particulates removed and the packing put back to place.   This simple device will be appropriate for DD kilns since the device can be scaled up or down according to the gas flow rate. It will be cheap and can be built in situ by the technicians or skilled labour of the plant. In addition, it is possible to use this dry scrubber intelligently as a thermal regenerator.  A sketch of the device is given below: 
The device will be a circular brick chamber with structural support for the beds (for particulate removal as well as for removal of acid gases), nozzles of proper sizes and an ID fan if necessary to create additional suction. 

We propose to install the scrubbing unit at the flue line of the kiln before the chimney 
which has a space of 8’/4’/3’ 
The masonry cost for the installation of the unit is                       Rs. 35,000 
Cost of Baffle:                                                Rs. 5000/-  
Cost of Bricks and Mortars–                           Rs. 30,000/- 
So, the approximate cost of fabrication of the dry scrubbing device is Rs. 70,000/-. But 
considering the pollution control requirement at the traditional DD kiln this investment 
is worthwhile.  
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4.4. Proposal for Manufacturing Fly-Ash Based Bricks & Blocks Using the 
Idle Manufacturing Facilities 

The ideal infrastructure of refractory units within and outside the cluster can be suitable engaged in the manufacturing of fly-ash based bricks and blocks which are of significant demand in the nearby market particularly in construction sector. As there are few power plants existing nearby availability of fly-ash ill not be a constraint for this purpose. Facilities like mixtures way batcher, press etc. can used effectively for making such bricks and blocks. For this purpose, not much investment is required and entire project can be completed within small amount of 5 to 10 lacks for a production of 40,000 bricks per day (20,000 per shift). Technologies for making this bricks are readily available and a considerable number of workforce or labourer engaged for this manufacturing process. Most of this bricks are basically chemically bonded (lime/cement/gypsum) and do not requires firing but clay fly-ash based bricks, blocks and tiles also prepared using the ideal Down Draft Kiln. 
Cost of Product Total 

i. Upgradation existing machineries ii. Procurement of storage of Raw materials and Products  

5 to 10 lacks 

 
Beside clay fly-ash bricks can be manufacture in the existing coal fired Down Draft Kiln with different shapes like hollo blocks, dense and others. These bricks are also high demand in the market. These bricks are high strength suitable for modern architectural and constructional purpose. Typical firing temperature of these type of bricks is 1150-1175˚C which can be achieved easily in the coal fired Down Draft Kiln.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

Burnt Fly-ash bricks 
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Prosses Flow Chart for Fly-Ash Bricks Making 

Unburnt  Fly-Ash Bricks 
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5. Detailed Technology Suppliers/developers and Development 
Cost and Time Frame 

The technology for the modernization and up gradation of D.D Kiln, for the manufacturing of monolithic refractories, for the setting up of laboratory facilities and for the manufacturing of fly-ash based bricks and blocks will be supplied by Govt. College of Engg. and Ceramic Technology engaging its qualified faculty members as well as associated experts on a project basis. 
  

Technology Development Cost 
Development for (For the supply of technology only) Cost in Rupees 

Up gradation of modernization of existing D.D Kilns 20 lakhs 

Setting up of a castable plant with laboratory facilities 25 lakhs 

 
 
 

Time Frame 
Time for Time Required 

Up gradation of modernization of existing D.D Kilns 6 months 
Setting up of a monolithic refractory manufacturing unit with all the recipes and  laboratory facilities 6 months 
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6. Recommendation and Action Plan for making Focused Technological 
Interventions in ClusterFinal Recommendation  

 
6.1. Recommendation 

From the study of the technology gap analysis of Bangabhumi Refractory Cluster of Kulti-Salanpur area we have identified several technical options for improving the techno economic viability of the cluster and after assessing carefully all the options we have finally recommending a few of these for their implementation at the cluster with the budget estimate for making these a reality. The recommended options are like the followings: 
1. Setting up of common facilities centre for the manufacturing of monolithic and 

castable refractories, with a high demand along with laboratories facilities for 
assessment of the quality and development of the products.  
 

2. Installation of pollution control device (refractory scrubber) with the Down Draft Kiln 
to reduce the level of pollution. 

 
3. Installation of interconnection system in Down Draft Kilns for the improvement of 

heat recovery system. 
 
4. Installation of solid fuel handling burner for firing the D.D Kiln efficiently with pet 

coke breeze. 
 
5. Utilization of idle infrastructures for the manufacturing of fly-ash based bricks and 

blocks, both fired and unfired. 
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6.2. Action Plan for Down Draft Kiln 
 

1. Identification of a three adjacent Down Draft Kiln at the Cluster for caring out the 
up-gradation activity (time frame 1-2 month). 

2. Design and fabrication of interconnection system for the D.D kilns for the maximum 
utilization of heat (time frame 1-3 months). 

3. Modification of the Kilns by setting baffles, dampers, temperature monitoring 
devices, insulation fiber etc. at appropriate places inside the kiln (time frame 1-4 
months). 

4. Design and fabrication of solid fuel handling burner for injection of fuel inside the 
kiln (time frame 1-2 months). 

5. Selection of proper emissive coating for the inner wall of the furnace (time frame 1-
4 months). 

6. Fabrication of refractory scrubber (Pollution Control Device) at the outlet of the kiln 
(time frame 2-4 months). 

7. Training to the cluster people for standard operation practice of the kilns (time 
frame 3-6 months). 

 
6.3. Action Plan for MonolithicRefractory 

 
1. Development of Common Facility Centre with either procurement of new 

equipment and machineries or utilization of existing equipment and machineries 
(time frame 1-4 months). 

2. Development of a quality control laboratory with the procurement of testing 
apparatus and equipment (time frame 1-4 months). 

3. Training to the cluster people for manufacturing of monolithic and castable with 
different recipes (time 4-6 months). 
 
 

6.4. Action Plan for the Manufacturing of Fly-ash Based Bricks and Blocks 
 

1. Setting up of bricks/block making unit and associated laboratory at any unit of the 
cluster with either procurement of new equipment and machineries or utilization of 
existing equipment and machineries (time frame 1-4 months). 

2. Training to the cluster people for manufacturing of Fly-ash based bricks and blocks 
with different recipes (time frame 4-6 months). 
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7. Suggestion for Constituting Mechanism/Methodology to be 

Followed for Reaching Out to the Cluster 
 

For efficient implementation of programme activities we are proposing to organize several workshops or awareness camps and technical discussions in the form of soft intervention to convince the members of the cluster about the benefit associated with the modernization activity of existing refractory manufacturing system as well as introduction of new generation products like monolithic refractories and high demand fly-ash bricks and blocks at the cluster. These awareness camps can be organized periodically, involving the experts in the field, for explaining the technologies associated with the new range of products, market potential of these products, benefits associated with the improvement in the quality of the existing products, benefitsassociated with the setting of pollution abatement device and other measures in the existing manufacturing system, design modifications required for saving of fuels etc.  
Expert will be engaged by the institute for these purposes who have extensive knowledge and experiences in these areas. We are proposing to organizeat least four awareness camps within a span of six months to sensitise and convince the cluster people towards investment for modernization of the existing system as well as production of new generation refractories. Already two such campshave been organized successfully by this institute and a brief report of these camps is attached herewith for a ready reference in the annexure. Expert from different reputed organizations, academia and R & D centres have been engaged for such purpose. These camps generated lots of interest and enthusiasm among the member of the cluster for taking up the proposed modernization schemes and introduction of new generation refractory particularly monolithics and castables at the cluster.   
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8. Annexure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

One Day Awareness Programme 
 On  

15th June,2016, At Kulti Club, Asansol 
Organised by: Govt. College of Engineering & Ceramic Technology. 

Funded By: Technology Information on Forecasting 
& 

Assessment Council (TIFAC). 
DST. Govt. Of India. 

 

8.1.... 
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This seminar held at Kulti club, Asansol. In presence of Chairman- Mr. B.P. Biyani, Secretary- Mr. Ashok Chakraborty, Sub D.I.C., Durgapur, Govt. of W.B.-Mr.Uttam Kr. Laha, Project head-Dr. Saikat Maitra, & head of many organisations of Bangabhumi Cluster of Refractory Associations. 
According to Dr. Saikat Maitra (Officer- in –charge at GCECT), “This seminar is to remove the problems of this cluster. This cluster area suffers a lot due to technology gap. So, the aim of us is to discovering new kind of products which can be made with the existing technology of cluster unit to give this cluster unit a new identity globally. Besides this we are working on the pollution control of this cluster area due to emission from the chimney. The efficiency of this refractory cluster can also be increased by maintaining some processes like maintaining proper coal size, connecting three down draft kilns so that one will work for preheating, another for heating & one for cooling etc.” 

 
Then the chairman Mr. B.P.Biyani thanked Dr.Saikat Maitra for arranging a seminar to 
solve their problems.  
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Chairman Mr.B.P.Biyani said,” TIFAC assigns Govt. College of Engineering & Ceramic Technology to reduce pollution & upgrade technology of this refractory cluster. We are hopeful that the pollution control device will be successful. The device can be placed in low cost & can be repaired also. If it works then it will be a remark for refractory clusters. We are thankful to Dr. Saikat Maitra & Govt. College of Engineering & Ceramic Technology for doing these jobs. 
Sub D.I.C., Durgapur, Govt. of W.B., Mr.Uttam Kr. Laha said, “From the beginning I got very negative attitude about solving the pollution problem of this refractory cluster. But after a small project from D.I.C was handed over to Dr. Saikat Maitra, I got some positive words. I request to all the stake holders in this cluster unit to come forward to implement this device.” 
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Mr. Shib Sankar Ghosh, from Maa Baishnodevi Ceramics, said,” Firstly I want to congratulate Dr. Saikat Maitra & Mr. B.P.Biyani for this day. Dr.Saikat Maitra had been giving a great technical effort to solve the problems, more than us. He visited industries to solve problems. Today the clearance of those problems comes. We are hopeful for the result. But what are the actual conditions of our refractory cluster that we will not survive after five years. Our refractory cluster is lagging behind, in front of modern technologies like castables, monolithic etc. So, we request to Govt. college of Engineering & Ceramic Technology that besides pollution control, if any kind of modification or improvement can be done with products in these existing technology, then please suggest us that. Then it will be beneficial for us & more employment can be generated.” 

 

 
Mr.B.P.Biyani said that they visited Morbi, Gujrat to see their tiles production. 

They produce floor tiles in tunnel kiln. In this way, they use one technology to produce 
both refractory & floor tiles. Bengal has the capacity to produce such type tiles. Bengal 
has abundant source of minerals like quartz (main raw material for tiles), sillimanite, 
corundum, plastic clay, non-plastic clay, china clay etc. to produce floor tiles. Man, 
power is also a good strength of Bengal for industry development & improvement. So, 
in this way the benefit & employment can be increased.    

Ultimately the conclusion was that the solution which will be given by institute after research, can be implemented in industry. Thus, industrial growth can be possible. 
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Lastly the chairman ended the seminar by saying, “We are thankful to Dr.Saikat 
Maitra, Govt. College of Engineering & Ceramic Technology for their solution & all the 
head of the organisations of Refractory cluster for their presence & support.” 
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One Day Workshop 
on 

“TECHNOLOGY GAP ANALYSIS” 
For Bangabhumi Cluster of Refractories Association 

on July 20, 2016 
Venue: Asansol Club, Asansol, W.B. 

Time: 11.30 a.m. – 4.30 p.m. 
Organized By: Govt. College of Engineering & Ceramic Technology 

& 
Bangabhumi Cluster of Refractories Association 

Supported By: Technology Information Forecasting & Assessment 
Council (TIFAC), DST, Govt. Of India. 

 
 

 

8.2. 
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List of Chief Guest and Other Dignitaries Who Were Present 
Sl. No. POSITION NAME ORGANISATION NAME CONTACT DETAILS

1 Programme Organizer Dr. Saikat Maitra Govt. College Of Engg. & Ceramic 
Technology

Mob. No.-9831130882 email id-
maitra1253@gmail.com

2 President Mr. B.P. Biyani Barnpur Ceramics
Mob. No.-9434025307 email id-
burnpurceramics@rediffmail.co

m
4 Vice-President Mr. Ashok Chakraborty
5 Chief Guest Dr. Arup K Chattopadhyay M.D. ,National Refractories Mob. No.-9937267890 email id-

natref@bmaind.com
6 Guest Dr. Arup Ghosh CGCRI Mob. No.-9831349967 
7 Guest Rahul Kumar TIFAC
8 Guest Sanjay Sing TIFAC
9 Guest S.K. Mondal MSME Mob. No.-9474485246 email id-

skm8172@gmail.com
10 Programme Co-ordinator Mr. R.C. Das Govt. College Of Engg. & Ceramic 

Technology
11 Student Mr. Hans Gazi Govt. College Of Engg. & Ceramic 

Technology
Mob. No-9062778783 email id-

hansroy13@gmail.com
12 Student Mr. Hasibul Shaik Govt. College Of Engg. & Ceramic 

Technology Mob. No.-8967672152 email id-
13 Member Mr. Subhendu Tsanerja MIS. Debi Refractories Mob. No.-9635892173
14 Member Mr. Tarun Mukherjee Associat Ceramics Mob. No.-9434311097
15 Member Mr. Ajay Kr. Ghosh Ceramics Mob. No.-9434083052
16 Member Mr. Amit Roy Sun Ceramics Mob. No-9333906276
17 Member Mr. Abhik Jalan Apodictic Ceramics (P) Ltd. Mob. No.-8670070507
18 Member Mr. Niranjan Sharma Rohit Ceramics Mob. No.-9434023557
19 Member Mr. Paritosh Layek Techno Ceramics Mob. No.-9614840183
20 Member Mr. Bimol Kumar Shau Super Refractories Mob. No.-9800728247
21 Member Mr. Bansi Bansal Shree Bhim Refractories Mob. No.-9332044300
22 Member Mr. Bijoy Poddar Maa Sakamleeari Refractories Mob. No.-8172067901
23 Member Mr. Sanjib Kr. Mujumder J.K.D. Ceramics Mob. No.-9934623323
24 Member Mr. Niraj Srivastava Madhusudan Refractories Mob. No.-8100724570
25 Member Mr. Biswanath Das J.K.D. Ceramics Mob. No.-9932217158
26 Member Mr.Asis Kr. Kundu Satabdi Monolithics Mob. No.-9434361367
27 Member Mr. Anirudha Rakshit Maa Chinnamasta Ceramics Mob. No.-9732006162
28 Member Mr. Sandeep Bhabotia Kalayani System Mob. No.-9434011347
29 Member Mr. Tusar Upadhyay Maa Sharada Refractories & Ceramic Mob. No.-9233312037
30 Member Mr. Tanmoy Mukherjee Datta & Datta Ceramic Works Mob. No.-9434439039
31 Member Mr. Pradeep chakraborty Pradeep Enterprise Mob. No.-9434227203
32 Member Mr. Shib Shankar Ghosh Maa Baishnodeve Ceramic Mob. No.-9434214775
33 Member Mr. Saubhik Ray Roysas Refractories (p) Ltd. Mob. No.-9832147585
34 Member Mr. Gourav Majumder S.B. Steel Refractories Pvt. Ltd. Mob. Nob.-9831058176
35 Member Mr. Amit Gupta Silicon Ceramics Mob. No.-9832195100
36 Member Mr.A.K.Rakshit Maa Chinnamasta Ceramics Mob. No.-9434035203
37 Member Mr. U.K. Laha Sub. DIC,Durgapur Mob. No.-9434850478
38 Member  
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INAUGURATION 
The programme started with lightning the lamp by our chief guest Dr. Arup Kumar Chattopadhyay, Mr. Sanjay Sing, Dr. Saikat Maitra, and other dignitaries.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then the organizer honored the chief guest and other dignitaries with bouquet of 
flowers accordingly. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Lightning the Lamp 

Mr. Tusher Upadhyay 
Addressing Dr. A.K.C. 

Mr.  Satyanarayan Agarwal 
Addressing Dr. Saikat Maitra 
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TECHNICAL SESSION (1) 
In the beginning of the programme Mr. B.P. Biyani delivered a charming speech.  
 Mr. Biyani started his talk with a brief description of refractories including its 

definition and application areas. 
  He expressed his gratitude to Dr. Saikat Maitra for engaging B. Tech students 

from his college to take observations from one of the plants of Bangabhumi 
Refractory Association and submit their report regarding an up gradation of 
technology such as lowering the fuel cost, decreasing the extent of pollution etc.  

 He focused on the problems the units are facing in producing refractories 
including excessive pollution, low efficiency of fuel etc. He also mentioned that 
Dr. Saikat Maitra has been given the responsibility to design new pollution 
control equipment as the equipment presently employed are not producing the 
desired results. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 MR. B.P. Biyani Delivering 
Speech 

Mr. B.P. Biyani Delivering 
Speech 
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  He also appreciated the spontaneous involvement of TIFAC in this entire 

programme. He mentioned that Bangabhumi Refractory Association is under a 
govt. scheme named MSECDP the objective of which is sustainability and 
development of MSE sectors by addressing common issues.  

 He concluded that in spite of having abundant raw materials, topmost research 
centers and entrepreneurs interested in investing on innovative products; our 
state is still lagging as far as refractory manufacturing is concerned. He 
emphasized on the necessity of regular discussion on this issue by the 
concerned authorities in order to sort out this problem and save the small scale 
refractory industries from closure. 
Next the anchor requested Mr. Sanjay Singh to come onto the podium and deliver a speech to enlighten the role and activities of TIFAC. 

Mr. Sanjay Singh briefly introduced his organization TIFAC with all. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Mr. Sanjay Sing Delivering Speech 
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After Sanjay Singh completed his speech, the anchor requested Dr. Arup KumarChattopadhyay, Managing Director, National Refractories to deliver his talk. 
The subject of his speech was “Challenges and Future of Refractories”. 
 He started his speech by mentioning that it is important to know the challenges 

of Indian economy in order to understand the challenges of refractories. 
  During his talk, he pointed out the major drawbacks of Indian economy like 

poor infrastructure, lack of basic education in a majority of the total population, 
high cost of capital due to high interest rate in banks, fiscal deficit etc.  

 He emphasized on strengthening our manufacturing field to reduce the total 
expense in import from foreign countries which in turn can reduce the fiscal 
deficit and increase self-dependence. 

  He drew the example of China as a fast transforming or quick developing 
economy. He carefully pointed out the needs and advantages of reformation in 
the manufacturing field. Without underrating the importance of agriculture, he 
mentioned the advantages of industrialization.  

 He mentioned that the establishment of industries can create employments, 
trigger innovations and reduce trade deficit. 

  He mentioned that with up-growing emphasis towards cleaner steel, the 
refractory consumption is decreasing day by day which is the biggest challenge 
for refractories.  

 Apart from that, he also said that proper beneficiation of the natural raw 
materials without increasing the overall production cost is another challenge 
because in spite of their abundance, most of the refractory raw materials found 
in India are impure in nature. The third one mentioned by him is to attract and 
retain talents in long term strategic HRD. The old dirty, messy, polluting image 
of refractory industry does not attract young talents to join this field. So, the 
third challenge is to change this image into a clean, green, and pollution-free 
one so that the young talented engineers can be encouraged to join refractory 
industry. With the increasing need for cleaner steel, the demand for unshaped 
refractories is also increasing but India is only producing 27% unshaped 
refractories as opposed to Japan and America who are producing about 65% 
and 42% respectively. 
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  So, according to him, increasing the production of unshaped refractories is 
another challenge.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 According to him, non-availability of scopes in refractory market is nothing but a 

mere misconception. The global refractory market has a bright prospect in 
future. The only thing that is needed is the refractory makers have to upgrade 
themselves according to the demand of the steel makers. They should focus on 
innovating new refractory solutions which will reduce the overall cost and time 
of steel-making and will provide means to produce cleaner steel.  

 According to Mr. A. K. Chattopadhyay, the R & D engineers have a big role to 
play in the implementation of these new technologies. In this aspect, he again 
drew the example of China appreciating their business policies and their 
intelligence which can be a big inspiration for any country. He also mentioned 
that Indian Govt. has a big role to encourage the manufacturing sectors, boost 
construction and regain the belief of investors in order to rejuvenate the 
industrialization scenario in India. 

  He said that the refractory engineers should acquire a complete solution-
provider approach instead of just manufacturing and selling refractories. Instead 

  Dr. Arup Kumar Chattopadhay 
Delivering Speech 
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of just supplying the product to the customer, they should also ensure proper 
design, installation, and maintenance of the refractories which apart from 
satisfying the customer will also ensure the desired performance of the 
refractories.  

 He concluded his speech by mentioning the very importance of self-confidence 
which encourages an individual to get rid of conventional ideas and do 
something new. 
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TECHNICAL SESSION (2) 
After the completion of Mr. A. K. Chattopadhyay’s speech, Dr. Saikat Maitra, Officer-In-Charge, Govt. College of Engg. & Ceramic Technology was invited onto the podium for delivering his speech. 

 At first, to introduce his institution to all, Dr. Saikat Maitra gave a brief 
description about his institution including the history its continuous growth, 
development, and transformation from its establishment in 1941 till now. 

 Professor Saikat Maitra in his speech mainly concentrated on the objective, 
agenda, and activities of the entire project. 

 He mentioned that the objective of the investigation was to study the status of 
the technology of the clusters, to identify the existing gap in technology and to 
initiate the follow-up actions to reduce this gap, to overcome the obsolescence 
in technology through its modernization.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 He said that all the data of the cluster including the technology being used, no. 

of units involved, products being manufactured, machineries used, manpower 

 Dr. Saikat Maitra Delivering Speech 
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involved etc. should be collected and properly analyzed to modernize the 
existing technology, sort out the problems and bridge the existing 
technological gap.  

 He also mentioned about the activities of the students of his institution 
regarding this project. He mentioned about the scarcity of resources of the 
cluster to employ more efficient burning system like tunnel kiln and emphasized 
on the fact that the conventional down-draught kiln can also be made reliable 
by proper modernization and up gradation of technology. 

  He mentioned about the work that is going on to develop a new pollution 
control device that will be installed in the flue gas line which will extract the 
contaminant particles like sulfur and its oxides and other SPMs etc. out of the 
flue gas and will clean it.  

 Dr. S. Maitra also mentioned about the observations that have been made 
regarding the technology up gradation of Down-draught kiln.  

 The first observation was to make the kilns interconnected so that during the 
cooling of one kiln, the waste heat of that kiln can be used to preheat the 
products of another kiln before firing is started in that kiln and reduce the 
amount of waste heat.  

 The second one was charging of pet-coke as fuel through the burners instead 
of manual charging of coal as fuel which increases the fuel efficiency.  

 The third observation was to apply an emissive coating on the kiln walls to 
reduce the heat accumulation in kiln walls.  

 He concluded his speech mentioning that he will continue this project and will 
apply to TIFAC for further sponsoring of the project so that a model low 
thermal mass kiln can be demonstrated which will provide the cluster a new 
technology for sorting out the problems regarding the down-draught kilns.  
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Thereafter, Mr. Arup Ghosh, HOD, Refractory Division, CGCRI was invited onto the podium to deliver his speech.  
 He mentioned about some of the R&D projects related to the development of 

refractories which are presently going on in CGCRI such as synthesis of mullite 
from clays, sintering of dolomite at a much lower temperature than that used by 
industries, synthesis of Mag-Al spinel, ramming mass to be used in the bottom 
of induction furnaces for refining of steel etc. 
 

  He mentioned the different medium to high grade refractory raw materials that 
have been developed by them by processing of clays, low purity sillimanite etc. 

 
 He also pointed out the advantages of the mag-al spinel which absorbs oxides 

from the slag preventing its deep penetration into the brick pores and also 
increases the viscosity of slag by CA6 formation. He also said that up to 97% 
densification of dolomite bricks can be achieved by carrying out the 2nd stage of 
sintering at about 1490°C whereas the conventional practice is to sinter at 
1700°C.  
 

 The work that has been going on to develop a new ramming mass for the 
induction furnaces by combining magnesia spinel, chrome, and zirconia to get 
good corrosion resistance as well as thermal shock resistance was also 
mentioned by Dr. Ghosh.  

 
 He concluded his talk by sharing the experience of developing other innovative 

products like plastic refractories, rice husk nodules to be used as insulation 
materials for ladle, tiles, pavement blocks with waste LD slag etc. 
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PANEL DISCUSSION 
The Panel discussion started with an objective of clearing doubts by asking questions to the dignitaries in relation to the speeches they delivered.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 At first, Mr. Arup Ghosh was asked a question whether it is possible to 

implement the new technologies like spinel, ramming mass etc. in the small 
industries under Bangabhumi Refractory Association.  
 

 The questioner was advised that some of the technologies can be implemented 
by proper discussion with the researchers and technological experts of CGCRI 
who developed those technologies. In this aspect, Mr. Kundu gave a brief 
description about ramming mass and classified it into two categories – silica 
ramming mass and magnesite ramming mass.  
 
 

 Mr. A. K. Chattopadhyay also shared his knowledge about the advantages and 
disadvantages of using ramming mass in induction furnaces. He also mentioned 
that steel ministry of India has taken a project of developing a ramming mass 
which will neither be too costly nor be of poor quality and will be capable of 
giving about 50 more heats than what is going on at present in the induction 
furnaces. 

 

Panel Discussion 
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  Mr. A. K. Chattopadhyay advised Bangabhumi Refractory Association to observe 
some of their people to observe the application area of ramming mass which 
will enable the cluster to tailor the product themselves. According to him, it is 
possible to manufacture the product even at a cheaper cost without using very 
costly machineries and it can be used in some areas where temperature 
requirement is not very high but for doing that, it is important that the people 
engaged with the cluster properly observe and understand the application of 
ramming mass. 

 
Then the programme was ended by a valedictory of Mr. Ashok Chakraborty & 

 Dr. Saikat Maitra. 
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One Day Validation Workshop 
on 

“TECHNOLOGY GAP ANALYSIS” 
For Bangabhumi Cluster of Refractories Association 

on February 2, 2017 
Venue: Asansol Club, Asansol, W.B. 

Time: 10.30 a.m. – 4.30 p.m. 
Organized By: Govt. College of Engineering & Ceramic Technology 

& 
Bangabhumi Cluster of Refractories Association 

Supported By: Technology Information Forecasting & Assessment 
Council (TIFAC), DST, Govt. Of India. 
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Mr. B.P. Biyani started his speech by welcoming the honourable guests. He 
mentioned that the Bangabhumi Refractory Cluster has been growing at a steady pace 
and it has provided employment to a large number of local people. He has also 
mentioned that CGCRI and Govt. College of Engg. and Ceramic Technology are 
working in collaboration to reduce the technological gap that is affecting the 
productivity of this cluster. At the end of his speech, all the invited guests including Mr. 
Tapas Banerjee, Dr. Arup Ghosh, Dr. Saikat Maitra, Dr. H.S.Tripathi, Arup Kumar 
Chattopadhyay were felicitated. 

Chief guest Tapas Banerjee in his brief speech emphasized on the need of small 
scale industries in the present economic scenario of India. 
  

 
Chief Guest Delivering Speech 
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TECHNICAL SESSION (1) 
Arup Kumar Chattopadhyay started his speech by pointing out the direct 

relationship between steel industry and refractory industry(almost 75% of refractories 
produced in India is consumed by steel industry). He mentioned that India is the 3rd 
largest steel producer in the world but lags behind the average worldwide figure as far 
as per capita steel consumption is concerned. He also mentioned that India has a huge 
potential to grow in this aspect. He said that the Government needs to encourage the 
manufacturing sector and provide all kinds of assistance to eliminate the problems they 
are currently facing. He emphasized on the need of improving the overall infrastructure 
for the sake of easy transportation of the raw materials and products to and from the 
industries and enjoying other benefits. He substantiated his opinion by mentioning that 
almost 4 million ton of raw material is necessary for producing 1 million ton of steel. He 
also appreciated the initiative of Indian Government to implement substantial amount 
of tax on steel imported from China so that Indian steel does not losses its domestic 
market to China.  He addressed the problem of high interest rate of loans borrowed 
from banks which leads to high cost of debt for the industries. He mentioned that the 
major problem of Indian refractory industry lies in the non-availability of superior 
quality raw materials in India. He mentioned that the ceramic research institutes have 
got a huge role to play in innovating efficient processes for the beneficiation of raw 
materials like bauxite, magnesite etc. These processes should be economically feasible 
also. As the consumption of refractories is decreasing in steel, cement as well as glass 
industry, Mr. Chattopadhyay emphasized on manufacturing high quality refractories to 
sustain the growth of this sector. He addressed the inconsistency in the production 
leading to varying quality of refractories. He focused on the need of building supplier-
customer partnership to address the problems of the customers on a regular basis and 
provide befitting solution. He emphasized on the importance of self-dependence for 
raw materials i.e. extracting the raw materials from the own mines of a company. He 
mentioned that India should gradually shift toward the monolithic technology and also 
mentioned the importance of choosing correct composition for monolithics. He 
mentioned the importance of understanding the cause of refractory failure to 
manufacture better product and give better service next time. To understand the 
refractory failure, all the things like type of fuel, storage area, storage conditionetc. 
need to be considered. While answering a question regarding the reluctance of large 
(integrated) steel industries to buy products from small manufacturers even if the 
manufacturer gives assurance about the superiority of the product, Mr. Chattopadhyay 
said that the only way to gain belief is persuasion. The marketing people should keep 
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on trying to convince their customers and the results are bound to come. Finally, he 
ended his talk by thanking the audience for co-operating with him. 

Following the speech of Mr. A.K. Chattopadhyay, Dr. Saikat Maitra, Officer-in-
Charge of Govt. College of Engineering and Ceramic Technology was invited on to the 
dais to share his views on this matter. Dr. Maitra firstly addressed the problems 
associated with the cluster and mentioned that the students of GCECT have been 
engaged for the last few months in taking relevant data to bridge the existing 
technological gap in the technology used in the cluster. Mr. Maitra also mentioned that 
environmental pollution from the DD kilns is one of the major problems which needs to 
be addressed. Apart from that, the other problems include large quantities of 
underfired and overfired products, high amount (almost 20%) of wastage of refractory 
products, temperature variation in the kiln etc. Dr. Saikat Maitra explained the different 
parts of the kiln with respect to their dimensions and constructional features. He also 
mentioned the kind of modification needed in all these parts of the kiln.  He mentioned 
the certain advantages of DD kiln over the modern kilns such as simple design yielding 
easy construction, fuel not requiring extensive crushing, grinding, feasibility of using 
this kiln for cheap refractory production. He mentioned the importance of taking care 
of several factors like maintaining proper size of coal for complete combustion, 
preventing grate jamming etc. He mentioned about a new type of burner which has the 
capability to handle substantial amount of solid fuel like coal and can achieve a very 
high temperature and also has an moderate cost which can be affordable by these 
industries. He also addressed the matter of interconnection of kilns to ensure at least a 
part of the waste heat of a kiln is used by another kiln increasing the overall efficiency. 
According to him, pet coke can be used as a good substitution for coal to increase the 
calorific value leading to improved fuel economy. Necessity of putting up high 
temperature emissive coating inside the kiln to reflect the heat back into the kiln and 
installing biomass gasifier was among the other observations mentioned by him. 
       
  
  

Prof. (Dr.) Saikat Maitra Delivering Prof. (Dr.) Saikat Maitra Delivering Speech 
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TECHNICAL SESSION (2) 
 

The second half of the seminar started with the presentation of Mr. S.D. 
Majumder.The content of his presentation included the description of different types of 
monolithics, estimated cost of equipments for their production, raw materials required, 
application area of these monolithics, estimated consumption etc. He gave a brief 
overview about the compositions of different types of castable refractories. Next, he 
classified the Ramming Masses into Dry ramming mass, wet ramming mass and resin or 
tar bonded ramming mass. He mentioned the utility of dry ramming mass in the 
bottom of a furnace, wet ramming mass for quick setting purpose and tar bonded 
ramming mass for areas requiring high corrosion resistance. He classified gunning 
masses into two categories- semi-dry/dry gunning and wet gunning/shortcreting. In 
dry gunning, water is added in the nozzle. In wet gunning/shortcreting, a little amount 
of water is first added to the material, which is then carried by the gun and subjected to 
a compressor again. He also mentioned about the compositions of these castables. He 
also mentioned about the mortars. Expansible mortars i.e. mortars which expand after 
setting are now of high demand. Next, he described about the packing mass. Packing 
masses play important role in constructing the permanent lining of tundish, converter 
and ladles. He also mentioned how the tundish insulation can be improved and how 
the inclusions can be removed from the tundish metal with the help of some superior 
quality inorganic material. He mentioned about the utility of Al2O3-SiC-C and low 
cement castables in the blast furnace trough. 
 
  After completion of Mr. S.D. Majumdar’ talk, Dr. H.S. Tripathy was invited 
on to the dais for delivering his speech on high alumina refractory grades from Indian 
raw materials.  His speech mainly covered different processes to prepare synthetic high 
alumina refractory aggregates from Bauxite and sillimanite. He discussed in detail which 
types of impurities are present in the bauxite extracted from different parts of India and 
how they can be removed cheaply from the raw materials. He also gave an idea about 
the high temperature properties of the products prepared from those synthetic 
aggregates and discussed about the feasibility of using these processes in the 
industries for large scale production. 
  After the completion of his talk, Mr. P.R. Basak from TIFAC briefly 
described the present activities of TIFAC along with its future goals. He assured that all 
kinds of financial help will be provided for the rejuvenation of the Bangabhumi 
Refractory Cluster.  
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PANEL DISCUSSION 
The seminar ended with a panel discussion which was anchored by Mr. B.K. 

Dutta. The panel discussion continued for almost 20 minute. In the panel discussion, it 
was decided the following activities will be accomplished by the industries under the 
cluster in collaboration with Govt. College of Engg. and Ceramic Technology and TIFAC. 
Interconnection of the kilns will be done for recovery and reuse of waste heat; emissive 
coating will be applied to the inside walls of the kilns for reducing heat loss and 
pollution control scrubber will be installed. These decisions were approved by all.  
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